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A New Era for Aviation Research
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James M. Crites and Mary Ellen Eagan

A new era in aviation is beginning, propelled by new technologies that enable air traffic management with greater precision, safety improvements, autonomous flight, the reduction of environmental impacts, and more. Research plays a key role in charting and achieving the flight plan.
4 POINT OF VIEW
Key Issues for Aviation: Ensuring Safety, Enabling Innovation
Michael P. Huerta

The Federal Aviation Administration is working to ensure the level of safety that the public
expects and to enable the innovation that has powered aviation since its inception. The approach
is proactive and data-driven, as well as flexible and responsive to the needs of industry.
6 The Aviation Workforce of Tomorrow:
Where Are They Needed—and Where Will They Come From?
David A. Byers

14

With a rapidly growing demand for technologically savvy workers—highly educated, trained,
licensed, and certified—and with a diminishing pool of people entering the labor market, the
prospects for recruiting aviation professionals pose a new challenge that requires new approaches.
12 Research Projects Explore Aviation Workforce Development
13 Helping Aviation Research Careers Take Off
Elaine C. McKenzie, Matt Beamer, Clayton Stambaugh, and Peng Wei

14 Got Safety? Commercial Aviation’s Focus on Addressing Persisting Safety Challenges
Bart Elias

Commercial airlines in the United States have a safety record unsurpassed by any comparable
system of mass transportation. The author reviews the technological advances, procedural
changes, efforts to address human factors, and changes in organizational approaches that have led
to improvements in safety and traces out several ongoing safety challenges.
22 Transforming Safety Decisions Through Big Data Analytics
Saam Ahmadi

32

24 Airports’ Response to Transportation Network Companies:
Challenges and Lessons Learned
Peter Mandle and Stephanie Box

Transportation network companies are changing the way that passengers travel to and from
airports. The changes are disrupting traditional airport ground access operations and are affecting
airport revenues. The authors describe airport programs to accommodate, regulate, and manage
these new services and explore changes in the use of traditional modes of airport travel.
28 Aviation’s Evolving Role in a Changing Climate:
Current Contributions and Future Potential
Carly Shannon and Kate Andrus

The aviation industry has undertaken significant efforts to reduce the rate of climate change, but
a sustainable future also requires resiliency. The authors present aviation initiatives for
establishing regional emergency hubs, collaborating on adaptations, sharing information,
influencing supply chains, and more.
32 Routine Unmanned Aircraft Systems Operations in the National Airspace System:
Benefits and Challenges
Jonathan Oliver

Unmanned aircraft systems are here to stay and therefore need to be safely integrated into the
National Airspace System as quickly as possible, the author maintains, describing the policy,
technical, and other barriers to achieving more routine access, as well as the diverse organizations
at work responding to the challenges and informing the next steps.
35 How to Register an Unmanned Aircraft System
Joseph Geni

COVER: As another century of
commercial aviation begins, government
and industry look to the future—moving
from ground-based to satellite-based
navigation and communication,
integrating unmanned aircraft systems,
and more. (Photo: Christy Gerencher)
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39 Aviation and Cybersecurity: Opportunities for Applied Research
Jon C. Haass, Krishna Sampigethaya, and Vincent Capezzuto

Cybertechnologies—including software, computer networks, and information
technology—are critical and fundamental to the aviation ecosystem of aircraft, pilots,
personnel, passengers, stakeholders, and society and are part of the fabric that controls
and assures aviation operations, safety, and performance. But cybertechnologies also
expose aviation to dangerous and costly threats; the authors explore the responses.
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Knowledge management—subject of a
recent domestic scan of transportation
agencies—is the focus of feature articles in
the September–October TR News. Authors
present insights into the multidisciplinary
approach that assembles, develops, shares,
and applies organizational knowledge to
achieve institutional objectives. Articles
cover transportation knowledge networks
and communities of practice; lessons from
the use and value of knowledge management in other fields; knowledge, information, and learning culture; experience at
transportation agencies, including a CEO’s
perspective; supporting strategic change
and preserving institutional knowledge;
plus an overview of the research and
applications—and more.
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A New Era for Aviation Research
JAMES M. CRITES AND MARY ELLEN EAGAN

PHOTO: CHRISTY GERENCHER

T

his edition of TR News focuses on the beginning of a new era
in aviation, driven by new technologies that enable air traffic management with greater precision, safety improvements,
autonomous flight, and the reduction of environmental impacts.
Nevertheless, the aviation industry faces challenges to remain compatible with the communities it serves—and in some lingering circumstances, to achieve that compatibility.

Transformative Technologies
In 2003, at the 100th anniversary of powered flight, the primary
question was whether aviation was a mature industry or still developing. The articles in this issue of TR News illustrate the impact of
transformative technologies on the aviation system. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) is modernizing the National Airspace System by moving from ground-based to satellite-based navigation and communication. This much-needed modernization—
known as NextGen—is changing how we see, navigate, and communicate with aircraft and how we manage the busy flow of air
traffic across the skies.
Modernization also calls for the development of new technologies to improve the safety of the system, as well as ways to integrate
the flights of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), or drones. Integrating UAS raises challenges, because the United States has the
busiest, most complex airspace in the world. Other new aircraft and
engine technologies are enabling aviation to reduce its environmental footprint, assisting in global efforts to address climate
change and sustainability. Aviation will be safer and more efficient
throughout its highly connected system of systems.
New technologies present new challenges to air traffic management through the greater precision, scale, and complexity of
flight but also introduce security vulnerabilities that require constant vigilance. These challenges reinforce the demand for an everevolving workforce—the transformative systems of managers, technicians, pilots, air traffic controllers, and many others. This in turn
drives the demand for new research into a variety of topics related
to the adoption and application of the new technologies.

Connectedness and Collaboration

Crites is Executive Vice President of Operations, Dallas–Fort Worth
International Airport, and Chair of the TRB Executive Committee.
Eagan is President and Chief Executive Officer, HMMH, Burlington,
Massachusetts, and Chair of TRB’s Aviation Group.

NOTE: Appreciation is expressed to Christine Gerencher, TRB Senior
Program Officer, Aviation and Environment, for her work in assembling and developing this issue.
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The connectedness of all modes of transportation through personal phone applications, including the on-demand services offered
by transportation network companies, is raising the expectations of
consumers. This in turn is the catalyst for collaboration among the
variety of sectors and disciplines of aviation—the Federal Aviation
Administration, the International Civil Aviation Organization, air
carriers, airports, aircraft manufacturers, and many others—as well
as across all modes of travel—such as highway, transit, and rail.

In addition, emerging technology developers are being introduced to a closer relationship with all modes of transportation,
despite a lack of familiarity with the complexity of the connected
transportation systems. This too presents new opportunities for
communication and for collaborative decision making to ensure the
viability of new capabilities and solutions—and their rapid incorporation into the transportation system.
The future of aviation is more than can be addressed in a single
issue of TR News. For example, transportation and public health
leaders and professionals are recognizing the the synergies that can
be achieved through collaborative, integrated efforts to address
safety, air quality, noise pollution, and access to the goods and services that support health.
Through the articles that follow and the ongoing sharing of
ideas through the Transportation Research Board’s activities, readers will be able to identify ways to become part of an inspiring
transformation. Contributions to aviation research and to the
future of aviation—as a key component of the transportation system—are always welcome.

3
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Key Issues for Aviation
Ensuring Safety, Enabling Innovation
M I C H A E L P. H U E R T A

PHOTO: FAA

The author is
Administrator, Federal
Aviation Administration,
U.S. Department of
Transportation,
Washington, D.C., and is
a member of the TRB
Executive Committee.

T

he second century of flight is well under way.
We are seeing tremendous advances in
aviation, notably in the development of
unmanned aircraft and commercial space operations.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is committed to ensuring the level of safety that the public
expects and deserves and to enabling the innovation
that has powered aviation since its inception. FAA’s
approach to safety is proactive and data-driven, as
well as flexible and responsive to the needs of industry.
Federal Aviation Administrator Michael Huerta
(center) speaks with employees at Wittman Regional
Airport in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Ensuring Safety

A National Transportation Safety Board
investigator documents
the wreckage of a singleengine airplane after a
crash in Toledo, Oregon.

In aviation safety, a common analogy compares the
occurrence of accidents to holes lining up in slices of
Swiss cheese. If we change one factor, the holes won’t
line up, and the accident doesn’t happen. The goal of
moving toward a zero accident rate requires that we
stop even two of the metaphorical holes from lining
up.
This process is proactive, and we are tapping the
wealth of safety data now available from industry
and government sources—such as voluntary safety
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reports from pilots, controllers, and airway technicians; data from automated gathering tools; and
National Transportation Safety Board reports. We are
working with industry to conduct a risk analysis to
identify unsafe trends and factors that could cause a
safety incident or accident. Together, we are determining the most pressing risk areas and are targeting
these areas with corrective actions that include
changes to policy, procedures, and training. We are
monitoring the corrective actions to ensure they are
working to mitigate the safety risk as intended. These
efforts are at the core of our Risk-Based Decision
Making Initiative.
We are taking these efforts to the next level
through the FAA’s new compliance philosophy.
When a deviation results from factors such as flawed
procedures, simple mistakes, lack of understanding,
or diminished skills, we use tools like training, or we
document improvements to procedures to ensure
compliance with the standard. This does not mean
we are going easy on compliance or that we are
ignoring issues. We use the enforcement tool for willful or flagrant violations or for a refusal to cooperate
in corrective action.

Enabling Innovation
As we pursue this proactive, data-driven, risk-based
approach to safety, we also plan to be flexible and
responsive to the changing needs of the industry. We
are seeing tremendous innovation, as unmanned air-
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craft and commercial space operations are seeking
greater access into the National Airspace System.
This will require us—as government regulators—to
move faster and to think differently about how we do
our jobs.
Space Flight
This past spring, I was at Cape Canaveral when
SpaceX launched a payload into orbit and successfully landed the rocket’s first stage on a waiting barge
in the ocean. A subsequent launch repeated this
maneuver at night. These feats marked a major
advance in ensuring the reusability of these rockets.
The achievement is a game-changer and exemplifies
the innovative thinking that keeps us fully engaged
at FAA.
This summer, FAA plans to demonstrate a prototype technology—the Space Data Integrator or SDI—
when SpaceX conducts a reentry mission. The demo
will help us determine how much airspace we need
to block off in advance to ensure safe operations,
and how we can release the blocked airspace efficiently for other users.

PHOTO: TOM FLACH, PENN STATE

Questions for the Quest
This approach will unleash the industry’s ability to
solve many of our toughest problems through innovation and ingenuity. How can we fly more safely?
Will we free aviation from its dependence on petroleum-based fuels? Our jet engines are quieter today
than ever, yet how can we meet public demand to
continue to reduce noise?
What will the planes of tomorrow look like? With
few exceptions, today’s aircraft look a lot like those
from the early years—two wings, a tail, flight controls, and one or more engines. Has our quest for
lighter materials, such as carbon fiber and nanotubes,
put us on the precipice of game-changing designs?
I look forward to the answers to these questions—as well as to questions we cannot yet imagine—in the years ahead.

POINT OF VIEW presents
opinions of contributing authors on transportation issues.
Readers are encouraged
to comment in a letter
to the editor on the
issues and opinions
presented.
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A drone is used in agricultural research. The ranks of
industrial, hobbyist, and commercial users of
unmanned aircraft systems are growing.

CRS-8, a cargo resupply
mission to the
International Space
Station in April 2016, was
the 23rd flight of a
Falcon 9 rocket. The
launch (below) and firststage landing on a barge
(above) were both
successful.
PHOTO: SPACEX

Unmanned Aircraft
Small unmanned aircraft systems—also known as
drones—are taking up considerable attention lately.
We expect sales of as many as 7 million drones by
2020, but the increase in popularity will pose unique
risks.
Late last year, the need to include the developing
community of drone users in our safety-oriented
community became apparent. We convened an
industry task force to provide recommendations for

a system of registration, and within weeks, we created and implemented an online platform that now
has more than 500,000 registrants. Each registration
represents one more person we’ve been able to reach
with our safety message.
In June, FAA published the agency’s first rule regulating the routine use of small drones. Drones that
weigh less than 55 pounds can fly up to 400 feet high
and up to 100 miles per hour during the day. This is
the beginning, and we are preparing for the next
steps in the integration process.
We have adopted the approach of creating a performance-based regulatory framework that addresses
potential hazards, instead of relying on a classification based on weight and speed. This is a notable
departure from the traditional approach to safety. In
integrating new technologies successfully into our
busy, complex aviation systems, the key is to be
proactive, collaborative, flexible, and open-minded.

5
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The Aviation Workforce
of Tomorrow
Where Are They Needed—and Where Will They Come From?
DAVID A. BYERS

The author is Director of
Airport Development,
Quadrex Aviation LLC,
Melbourne, Florida.

Inside the terminal at
Chicago Midway Airport.
Commercial airlines
across the country serve
2 million passengers on
nearly 30,000 flights each
day.

E

very day, the U.S. airspace is busy with more
than 68,000 aircraft flying between two of the
3,300 public use airports throughout the
country. Commercial airlines provide nearly 30,000
flights carrying more than 2 million passengers daily,
traveling for business or personal reasons. Several
thousand business and private aircraft are widely
used every day for air travel. A vast network of air
traffic control facilities provides a safe and efficient
environment for airborne travelers to depart and
arrive safely at airports conveniently located near
their home or place of business and their destination.
The workforce that supports this miracle com-

prises tens of thousands of highly skilled professionals, who ensure that each flight has a successful
conclusion and that the U.S. air transportation system remains the safest in the world. Who are these
people?
The aviation workforce has a variety of components, each with a vital role in the operation of a complex system, in an environment that is unforgiving of
the slightest errors. With a rapidly growing demand
for technologically savvy workers and a diminishing
pool of people entering the labor market, the prospects
for recruiting aviation professionals pose a new challenge that requires new approaches.
PHOTO: CHICAGO DEPARTMENT
OF
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AVIATION
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The Labor Pool

TABLE 1 Emerging Workforce

For more than five decades, baby boomers have been
a demographic force in the labor market. Beginning
in 1946, the U.S. birth rate exploded, adding more
than 76 million to the nation’s population by 1964.
Baby boomers now range in age from 54 to 70 and
currently represent more than 22 percent of the total
workforce age 16 and older.
Baby boomers have dominated the labor market
since the mid-1960s—the military buildup during
the Vietnam era, 1961 to 1974, for example, drew
primarily on boomers. From 1964 to 1973, the military added 8.3 million enlisted personnel through
conscription and voluntary enlistments. When these
soldiers, sailors, and airmen left the armed forces,
they brought their training and skills to the civilian
world, especially to the aviation industry.
The U.S. birthrate has declined steadily in the past
60 years; as the boomers begin to retire, fewer people
are entering the labor market. At the same time, the
national economy is growing and shifting toward dig-

Total
(%)

2024
(thousands)

CAGR
(%)

16+

156,867

100.0

163,770

0.54

Young

16–24

20,611

13.1

18,498

–1.34

Emerging

20–24*

15,271

9.7

13,705

–1.34

Receding

55+

33,860

21.6

40,575

2.29

Note: CAGR = compound annual growth rate.
*Assumes 2024 emerging workforce remains constant at 74 percent of young workforce.

TABLE 2 Aviation Activity
Activity

2015

Commercial jet aircraft

CAGR (%)

5,401

14.3

760,846,798*

961,000,000

26.3

49,723,000

53,778,000

8.2

Control towers

516

same

Commercial service airports

551

same

Enplaned passengers
Aircraft operations

4,727

2024

*For 2014.
SOURCE: FAA Aerospace Forecasts; FAA National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems.

Work Environment
The national air transportation system draws on
three major sectors: aircraft operators, air traffic control, and airports. Figure 1 (below) illustrates the
relationship and general functions of each workforce
component.
Distinct entities govern and operate each segment
of the U.S. air transportation system. The federal government operates the nation’s airspace, including
almost all air traffic control towers. Aircraft operators
are exclusively in the domain of the private sector and
include airlines, corporations, and individual aircraft
owners. Local, regional, and state political subdivisions own and operate airports. Table 2 (above) presents measures of air transportation network activity,
as well as a 10-year forecast for each activity.

FIGURE 1 The U.S.
National Air
Transportation System.

Airlines and
Aircraft Operators
Scheduled commercial airlines
Charter operators
Air freight and express mail
Corporate travel
Air Traffic
Flight training
Control–
Airports
Personal travel
Federal Government
Airspace protection
Air traffic control
Airfield facilities
Airspace management (Navaids)
Terminal facilities
Safety and regulatory compliance
Ground access and
Airport development funding
parking facilities
Passenger, baggage, and cargo security
Aircraft parking and storage
Border protection
Property management
and immigration
for service
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itally focused technology, and the global economic
environment is increasingly competitive, exacerbating
the demand for skilled workers. Table 1 (above, right)
illustrates the impact of declining numbers in the
entry-level workforce in the next 10 years.
The total workforce is projected to grow by a
slight 0.5 percent, but the young workforce of 16- to
24-year olds is expected to decline by 1.3 percent, as
is a subgroup of 20- to 24-year olds, the “emerging
workforce.” This subgroup represents the majority of
those needed by the aviation industry to meet the
demands for qualified and capable employees. The
emerging workers will require some college, military, or work experience, along with specialized
training, to enter the field of aviation.

2015
(thousands)

Total

PHOTO: LEE ESTES, U.S. AIR FORCE

Early in the Vietnam War, the Air National Guard
unloads supplies at Tân Sơn Nhất Airport. After
returning to the United States, many Vietnam
veterans went to work in the aviation industry.

Age
(years)

Workforce
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As the national air
transportation system
expands, so does the
need for trained airport
and aviation personnel.

Each person in a critical front-line aviation occupation must have licenses, certifications, training, and
experience that are not easily attained. Most employers require or prefer a two- or four-year college degree.

Pilots
The airline pilot is perhaps the most visible career in
the aviation workforce. In their distinctive uniforms,
pilots are a common sight in most air terminals,
walking through concourses or checking in at a gate.
Because of their skills and ultimate responsibility for
conducting safe flights, pilots are highly regarded as
consummate professionals.

The national air transportation system is expected
to grow significantly. In particular, the increase in
commercial jet aircraft will require more flight crews
and mechanics. The increase in aircraft operations
will call for the addition of air traffic control specialists, even with the implementation of automated
NextGen technologies. Passenger levels are expected
to surge by more than 26 percent. To handle the
increased travel demands, airports will have to
expand, or new ones will need to be constructed, and
additional staff will be needed.

Aviation Workforce
The foundation of the aviation system is safety, which
involves the trust that all who operate within the
system do their part. The complexities of the system
require a workforce that is highly educated, trained,
and experienced.
For example, pilots must acquire and maintain
licenses and ratings. Air traffic controllers must be
certified and be familiar with their area of responsibility. Airport staff must understand and comply with
an extensive set of regulations and requirements to
ensure a safe and secure airfield environment.

Cost of Training
Many young people interested in aviation aspire to
become airline or military pilots and pursue an aviation-related college degree. The high costs of flight
training, combined with tuition and living expenses,
however, present a significant financial burden. A
collegiate aviation program can cost $150,000 to
$200,000 or more for a degree and the requisite flight
ratings. Flight training combined with higher education can take 4 to 5 years.
In the past 15 to 20 years, the expectation for an
immediate return on investment has been low. The
average annual compensation for an entry-level first
officer on a regional airline turboprop ranges from
$29,000 to $38,000. The trade-off is gaining the
experience and the flight hours, essential to advance
to larger aircraft, for promotion to captain, and for a
position with one of the large mainline air carriers
that offer a significant increase in compensation. The
junior pilots pay their dues, as did their predecessors,
but can look forward to an average annual compensation of $214,000 or more as a 10-year captain at a
major airline.
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Although starting salaries
for commercial pilots are
low, the career path can
lead to a well-compensated position at a major
airline.
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Entry-Level Changes
The labor environment for entry-level pilots has
changed radically in the past few years. Bankruptcies
and mergers among the major and regional airlines
have been disruptive, and the legislative reaction to
a tragic airline accident has had a deleterious impact
on the pilot workforce pipeline.
In July 2013, FAA implemented a rule that all first
officers of commercial airline flights hold an Air Transport Pilot (ATP) license. The ATP license requires a
minimum of 1,500 flight hours; previously, an entrylevel first officer could be employed with a commercial pilot license that required 250 flight hours.
A “restricted privileges” ATP (R-ATP) is available
and can reduce the hours requirement for pilots who
have graduated from a 2- or 4-year collegiate aviation
program. Most graduates, however, have acquired
only 300 to 500 total flight hours and must find
other means to attain the balance to qualify for the
R-ATP.
Finding gainful employment to build up flight
hours and to meet the requirements for employment
as an airline pilot can set a graduate back by 1 to 2
years. In the meanwhile, student loan payments and
other financial obligations can force some to find
employment elsewhere, sometimes in other aviationrelated jobs, but sometimes in other careers.

powerplant technology. Technicians pursuing both
ratings need a combined total of 1,900 hours. The
combined program typically takes 18 to 24 months.
Many collegiate programs throughout the United
States offer a 2-year technical degree in aircraft maintenance.
Airlines hire entry-level maintenance technicians
primarily from the aviation programs with which
they are familiar. Other industries, however, have
discovered the skills and competence of these graduates and are now competing with the airlines—
notably the automobile industry, which is increasing
its focus on technology related to automated and
connected vehicles.

Regional Airlines’ Needs
Regional airlines traditionally have served as a
pipeline for pilots to the major airlines but recently
have met difficulties in finding entry-level pilots; the
ATP requirement is only partly the cause. Airline
mergers, the consolidation of markets, and the high
operating costs of aircraft have hampered the profitability of regional airlines.
Moreover, as the number of airline pilots retiring
at age 65 is growing, many experienced pilots are
leaving the regional airlines to take their place. The
delayed entry of R-ATP licensed pilots and the higher
costs of attracting new first officers have compounded the problem.

The demand for air traffic controllers has remained
steady for the past 30 years. In August 1981, the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization
(PATCO) called a general strike nationwide. More
than 11,000 PATCO workers refused the order to
return to work immediately and were fired. Not just
anyone can be a controller—rebuilding the rank-andfile operators of the air traffic control system to the prestrike staffing level took FAA more than 10 years.

A technician monitors
systems supporting air
traffic control service at
the Chicago En Route
Center in Aurora, Illinois.
The Federal Aviation
Administration has a
rigorous qualification
and training program for
prospective employees.
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Aircraft maintenance technicians are no less important than pilots for the safe operation of aircraft. To
attain a certificate to work on aircraft, a prospective
technician must complete 18 months of practical
work experience applicable to either an airframe or
a powerplant rating. To earn both ratings, the technician must complete a certified aviation maintenance program or demonstrate 30 months of
applicable experience.
Each rating requires at least 400 hours of general
course work plus 750 hours related to airframe or

Air Traffic Controllers

PHOTO: FAA

Maintenance Technicians

A hands-on laboratory at
the Lansing Community
College Aviation
Technology Program
trains students to work
on aircraft.
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Biologists conduct
research to reduce
wildlife collisions with
aircraft. Airport
employees cover a
variety of disciplines.

Controllers must have certain traits and must
exhibit organizational, analytical, and decision-making skills. They must undergo strict medical and psychological screening, and can be disqualified for
most anomalies, including a history of drug use.
Trainees must be under age 31, pass the medical and
security requirements, and have a minimum of 3
years of progressively responsible work experience,
a bachelor’s degree, or a combination of post-secondary education and work experience.
A new candidate requires 18 to 36 months after
graduation to qualify operationally for a position.
FAA expects that the current workforce of 14,000
controllers will lose nearly 12,000—or 86 percent—
in the next 10 years. The agency attributes the projected losses to a variety of reasons, but because
controllers must retire from active duty at age 56, 34
percent of the attrition will result from retirements,
the majority in the next 5 years.

Airport Operations Personnel
Like the other components, airports require a well-
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TABLE 3 Aviation Workforce Projections
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Workforce Category

2015

Metric

Airline pilotsa

73,240

15.5

83,683

Airline mechanicsa

46,835

9.9

53,513

Air traffic controllersb

14,007

3,549.9

15,149

40,750

18.7

Airport staff

c

Total
a

174,832

2024

51,470
203,815

Per aircraft.

b

Per 1,000 aircraft operations.

c

Per 1,000 enplaned passengers.

SOURCE: Bureau of Transportation Statistics TranStats; FAA Air Traffic Controllers Workforce
Plan; FAA Certification Activity Tracking System (443 airports reporting).

trained and skilled workforce to provide services in
a multifaceted and dynamic environment. In this
sector as well, many of the most experienced workers are approaching retirement.
Airports that accommodate air carrier operations
must meet a complex series of operational requirements to maintain certification. Although FAA provides the oversight, the airport operator is
responsible for providing a safe and secure environment for all users. The personnel who manage airfield and terminal facilities must undergo significant
training in a variety of activities, including wildlife
control, emergency preparedness—such as aircraft
rescue and firefighting—snow removal, runway
inspections, pavement maintenance, and security.
Airports typically fill entry-level operations positions with graduates from collegiate aviation management programs, including those who have
completed some flight training but are not continuing or pursuing a flying job.

Industry’s Response
The increasing rate of retirements among key personnel in each of the components of the aviation
field has compounded the difficulty of attracting,
hiring, training, and retaining a workforce with the
required skills. Although providing opportunities for
advancement, the retirements create a vacuum for
filling vacancies as personnel are promoted or
recruited.
Table 3 (below, left) illustrates the state of the aviation workforce and the anticipated need for personnel within the next 10 years. The projections are
based on data from Table 2, applying simple metrics
to associate aviation activity directly with each workforce category.
Assessing the Outlook
The projections may be conservative in the context
of manufacturers’ forecasts for new aircraft. Both
Boeing and Airbus anticipate significant orders for
new aircraft in the next 20 years. Airbus expects a
need for more than 1,900 new aircraft—in addition
to those replacing the aging fleet—for North American markets by 2034. Boeing’s forecast is more
aggressive and includes regional jets—a demand for
2,600 new aircraft during the same period.
Table 3 does not explicitly account for several
complicating factors: (a) the momentum of baby
boomers leaving the aviation workforce; (b) the
increasing difficulty of finding qualified, eligible, and
interested new candidates; and (c) the competition
from nonaviation and foreign interests for U.S. workers through better compensation and less restrictive
qualifications.
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Ab Initio Training
The aviation industry in the United States is responding with new approaches. Historically, several international airlines had established ab initio flight
training programs that offer young people free flight
training in return for several years of dedicated service to the airline. The U.S. military essentially has
used this approach for decades through the military
academies, the Reserve Officers Training Corps, and
aviation cadet programs, but airlines in the United
States only recently have begun to explore the ab
initio model.
JetBlue, for example, has started a program of ab
initio flight training for a small group of candidates.
Other airlines are participating with colleges through
bridge programs that offer candidates a guaranteed
interview or similar incentive for employment. These
programs may serve the interests of the sponsoring
airlines, but the enrollments do not come close to
meeting the needs of the airline industry as a whole.
FAA Initiatives
In 1989, FAA instituted the Collegiate Training Initiative (CTI), which partnered with aviation colleges and
trade schools to prepare graduates for air traffic control
and similar technical positions. Although not a guarantee of employment with FAA, the CTI program prescreened qualified and motivated candidates for
acceptance into the FAA Academy. Graduates of the
CTI program, as well as military-trained controllers,
were a preferred source of applicants and could bypass
the first phase of the FAA Academy training.
In 2013, FAA changed its hiring practices to
encourage a broader base of applicants and to open

the recruiting process to the general public. The
impact has been substantial—enrollments at many of
the CTI programs have dropped, and students have
changed majors to flight programs and to unmanned
aircraft systems programs. At the University of North
Dakota, for example, enrollments in the CTI program dropped 49 percent between 2013 and 2015.
Beaver College in Pennsylvania has reported a drop
of 70 percent, and Aims Community College in Colorado has experienced a 66 percent decline.
The agency has acknowledged that the failure
rate among new candidates at the FAA Academy
increased after the shift in recruitment strategies and
expects that the numbers of washouts will accelerate
in the next 5 years. FAA plans to counter this trend
by increasing the number of candidates and operating the FAA Academy close to capacity for the next
few years.
Organizational Outreach
Through organizations such as the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) and the Airport
Council International–North America (ACI-NA), the
airport community has actively encouraged aviation
students to consider careers in airport operations
and management. Many students participate in student chapters of these organizations and in other oncampus programs, which provide incentives to
attend regional chapter and national conferences.
Through recruitment for entry-level jobs, scholarships, internships, and networking, the airport
industry is developing a strong relationship with aviation management students and encouraging them
to pursue careers in the airport workforce.
PHOTO: BENJAMIN MOTA, U.S. AIR FORCE
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An Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps
(ROTC) cadet learns
about aerial refueling
during an orientation
flight. ROTC serves as an
ab initio flight training
program for pilots.
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Airline workers at
Minneapolis–St. Paul
International Airport
assist travelers. As its
current workforce retires,
the aviation industry
must increase efforts to
attract and retain new
workers.

Working Together
Headlines predicting pilot shortages and other shortfalls in the aviation workforce as a result of large-scale
retirements will continue as the numbers of those
entering the labor market do not fill the numbers of
vacancies. National and global economic growth will
accelerate the demand for qualified and capable
pilots, technicians, air traffic controllers, and airport
operations staff. Applicants for entry-level positions
may go wanting in the short term, but the industry
must increase efforts to provide compensation and
other incentives to attract the emerging workforce to
aviation careers.

Research Projects Explore
Aviation Workforce Development
DAVID A. BYERS
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he Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP)
began to examine the future of the aviation workforce in 2010, with the publication of Synthesis 18, Aviation Workforce Development Practice.a The findings
emphasized that aviation workforce development is
a multifaceted process that starts before hiring and
continues through succession planning. The synthesis identified several aviation industry organizations
and academic institutions with innovative programs that leverage resources
to target and meet the industry’s workforce development needs.
More recently, ACRP has commissioned two projects on workforce development. ACRP Project 6-04, Identifying and Evaluating Airport Workforce
Requirements, is collecting data to (a) identify and evaluate current and
future airport workforce requirements; (b) identify and evaluate education,
training, and other workforce development resources; and (c) develop strategies to address future airport workforce requirements. The Transportation
Research Board will publish the findings as a guidebook.
ACRP Project 1-34, Developing Innovative Strategies for Aviation Education and Participation, is assembling resources to enhance young people’s
interest in aviation and to promote aviation as a career.
a

www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/163380.aspx.

Industry, government, and academia together
need to recruit, educate, and place young professionals into the aviation workforce. In the private
sector, airlines will have to develop stronger compensation packages and career paths for entry-level
candidates. They also will need to support collegiate
aviation programs in attracting and retaining students, by developing strong relationships with faculty, initiating mentoring programs, and perhaps
offsetting some of the costs of pursuing an aviation
career.
Faculty at aviation programs should ask industry
about the aptitudes and abilities that will make their
graduates employable. This is a critical link in the
workforce chain—students need to acquire valuable
skills from more than lectures. Aviation is a dynamic
field that requires hands-on, real-world learning and
experience. Schools must ask for—and industry
must provide—internships, cooperative training
arrangements, and other proactive programs to connect student with the world of aviation.
The federal government needs to foster an environment that supports aviation workforce development—for example, by addressing the impact of the
R-ATP rule on the regional airlines. Moreover, hiring
practices for air traffic controllers may need refinement if qualified candidates are lacking.

Best and Brightest
What then are the sources for the young professionals needed to run the national air transportation system? Students in collegiate aviation programs are
uniquely qualified—they are motivated and are
focused on aviation as a career. As they matriculate,
aviation students tend not to be distracted by risky
behaviors and indiscretions, especially those involving alcohol or drugs, because the slightest infraction
can end a career.
Aviation will attract those who have the passion;
for many others, the compensation holds a strong
interest. The high cost of tuition, plus flight training
and the investment of time, will continue to create
additional pressures for aviation students to complete a program.
Scholarships, ab initio and sponsored education
and training programs, loan repayment policies, and
compensation commensurate with the serious
responsibilities are needed to attract the best and
brightest of the nation’s emerging workforce. Airlines, airports, and air traffic control services have
vested interests in ensuring an adequate pipeline of
qualified and capable candidates. The traveling public deserves to have the best and the brightest at work
to ensure that the U.S. air transportation system continues the safest and most efficient in the world.

Helping Aviation Research Careers Take Off
E L A I N E C . M c K E N Z I E , M AT T B E A M E R , C L AY T O N S TA M B A U G H , A N D P E N G W E I

I

n 2011, the Transportation Research Board (TRB) created the
Young Members Council (YMC) to
encourage and expand participation by
young professionals in all aspects of the
TRB community. Although focused on
assisting young professionals and students age 35 or younger, council activities are open to anyone involved in
TRB. The YMC-Aviation (YMC-A)
Subcommittee was launched in 2012
to interact more directly with young
members in the TRB aviation community.
The YMC-A mission is “to encourage and support the involvement, education and growth of
students and young professionals
within TRB, its related activities,
including the Annual Meeting, and
the aviation industry as a whole.”
The goals are as follows:

u The Human Side of Aviation:
Exploring Next-Generation Workforce Challenges (Session 371) and
u Multimodal Connections: Passenger Accessibility (Session 578).

YMC-A members also participated
in the Aviation Caucus and held a
subcommittee meeting, followed by a
networking event.
At the 2017 TRB Annual Meeting,
YMC-A members are sponsoring a
workshop and follow-up session to
examine key policy, technology, and
workforce questions for the future of
the aviation industry. The subcommittee also is sponsoring a student
poster session. Upcoming priorities
include the following:
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u Working with the committees
in the TRB Aviation Group to sponsor
or cosponsor sessions aligned with
u Provide positive experiences
the interests of young members,
u Sponsoring a by-invitation sesto undergraduate and graduate stu- The Young Members Council–Aviation supports TRB
dents interested in aviation and avi- participation and involvement for young aviation
sion featuring student poster presenprofessionals and students.
ation-related research,
tations, and
u Promote aviation-related careers
u Increasing coordination and
to students and young professionals,
networking opportunities with young members groups in other
u Support a positive experience at the TRB Annual Meeting
organizations, such as the Airport Consultants Council, National
Business Aviation Association, and the other YMC subcommitby providing guidance and mentoring for new attendees intertees.
ested in aviation,
u Identify avenues for young members to become involved in
Active participants include young professionals from nearly 50
aviation-related committees and activities within TRB,
u Assist committee chairs by identifying young members
organizations, more than 20 states, and several countries.
YMC-A members serve on each TRB Aviation Group committee,
interested in filling committee vacancies,
u Provide educational content of interest and value to young
and several serve in leadership positions, such as Committee
Communication Coordinator. To get involved in YMC-A,
members, and
u Have fun as a group and promote networking.
u Visit the website, https://sites.google.com/site/ymcaviation/;
u Connect with members via a LinkedIn group, at https://
YMC-A contributed to several activities at the 2016 TRB
Annual Meeting, including the cosponsorship of two sessions:
www.linkedin.com/groups/5056548; or
u Send an e-mail to ymcatrb@gmail.com.
McKenzie is an Associate, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Chicago.
Illinois. Beamer is a consultant with Ricondo & Associates, Inc.,
Young professionals or students interested in aviation and
Chicago. Illinois. Stambaugh is Airport Manager, Pekin Municicamaraderie are welcome to join in—YMC-A offers a great way
pal Airport, Pekin, Illinois. Wei is Assistant Professor, Aerospace
to take advantage of all the collegial, professional, and career
Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames.
benefits and opportunities that TRB and YMC have to offer.
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Got Safety?
Commercial Aviation’s Focus on Addressing Persisting Safety Challenges

SPACE MUSEUM ARCHIVE

(Above:) Lightning strikes
at an airport. Adverse
weather conditions are
among the safety
challenges that aircraft
operators must contend
with.

C

ommercial airlines in the United States have
a safety record unsurpassed by any comparable system of mass transportation. Between
2000 and 2010, U.S. passenger airlines experienced
seven fatal accidents—less than half the number in
the 1990s—and between 2010 and 2015, no accidents involving passenger fatalities occurred on U.S.
air carriers (Figure 1, page 15).
Skeptics not convinced by these statistics may
point to the many risks of flying—aviation is an
inherently risky endeavor. Aviators must rely on
mechanically sound aircraft, must cope with all sorts
of weather conditions, and must be highly skilled
and proficient in operating their aircraft and navigating an increasingly complex airspace system.
Maintaining high levels of safety involves carefully
monitoring, managing, and mitigating operational
risks on every flight.

AND
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The author is a Specialist
in Aviation Policy,
Congressional Research
Service, Washington, D.C.
Note: The views expressed in this article are
those of the author and do
not represent the views of
the Congressional Research Service or the U.S.
Library of Congress.
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Midair collisions, such as the one between Pacific
Southwest Airlines Flight 182 and a private light
aircraft in San Diego, California, in 1978, spurred
research on air traffic alerting systems.
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FIGURE 1 Commercial jet activity and accident rates:
(a) aircraft departures and enplaned passengers,
1975–2013; (b) number of accidents, 1960–2013;
(c) accident rate per 100 million miles flown,
1960–2012. (SOURCE: U.S. Department of
Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
National Transportation Statistics.)
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Terrain Warning Systems
The pilot’s potential loss of situational awareness
about the aircraft’s position and the terrain’s clearance
has proved another vexing problem in the age of jet
airliners. This condition has produced many controlled-flight-into-terrain (CFIT) accidents. By 1974,
FAA was requiring ground proximity warning systems (GPWS) for commercial jets. Like early TCAS,
the GPWS had limitations, prompting a need for
continued technological advances.

10

1970

Traffic Collision Avoidance
Despite FAA’s management of the skyways through
radar-based air traffic control, midair collisions persisted throughout the 1960s and 1970s, as commercial aviation expanded in the jet age. A 1978 collision
between a Boeing 727 airliner on approach to Lindbergh Field in San Diego and a small single-engine
aircraft led to some short-term fixes to air traffic procedures, but the persisting challenge of midair collisions spurred researchers to begin work on airborne
traffic alerting systems.
When a similar crash occurred in 1986 in Cerritos, California—about 100 miles north of San Diego—
Congress responded by mandating traffic collision
avoidance systems (TCAS) on board passenger airliners
and the use of altitude-reporting transponders in congested terminal airspace. Early TCAS technology had
limitations but has evolved, and the TCAS requirements have played an important role in reducing the
risks of midair collisions. As aviation adopts satellitebased aircraft tracking, new capabilities can provide
traffic information in the cockpits of small general aviation aircraft not equipped with TCAS and can further curtail midair collision risks.
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Passengers (millions)

Aviation became a safe mode of transportation
through years of diligent work and focus on safety
improvements.
In the early years of modern civil air transport,
midair collisions posed a significant risk. Several
events in the late 1950s, including a crash involving
two commercial airliners over the Grand Canyon in
1956 and two collisions between commercial flights
and military aircraft in 1958, prompted Congress to
pass the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. The act created
the Federal Aviation Agency—later Administration
(FAA)—with authority to regulate civil aviation
safety and manage the nation’s airspace. In the years
that followed, technological advances, efforts to
address human factors, and changes in organizational approaches brought about considerable
improvements in safety.

1960

How Aviation Got Safety

Aircraft Departures (millions)
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A traffic collision
avoidance system
integrated into a
navigation display.

aircraft’s location and its clearance. CFIT accidents
have declined significantly in recent years, especially
among U.S. air carriers, but more than 20 percent of
worldwide commercial jet accidents in the past
decade were CFIT—suggesting that more work is
needed to improve operational procedures and
address human factors.

Human Factors
The December 1995 crash of an American Airlines Boeing 757 passenger jet on approach to Cali,
Colombia, highlighted several limitations and
spurred the development of enhancements. Since
then, further technological improvements have led to
today’s terrain awareness and warning systems
(TAWS), which provide more accurate and predictive
capabilities for terrain avoidance, warning and advising pilots. A version of TAWS, tailored to the unique
operating environments and low-altitude operations
of helicopters, is expected to improve safety for highrisk missions such as emergency medical services.

Ground proximity
warning systems for
commercial jets were
mandated by 1974.

Augmented Vision Systems
Commercial pilots also have benefited from
enhanced vision systems with forward-looking
infrared cameras that present clear views of the runway environment during poor visibility and from
synthetic vision systems that provide pilots with
computer-generated views of the outside world from
detailed databases of the terrain and obstacles.
Coupled with satellite-based location information, these systems give pilots accurate pictures of the

More than 50 percent of all aviation accidents are
attributed—at least in part—to human error. Technology can aid human performance but has proved
insufficient in mitigating human error in aviation.
Technologies sometimes can introduce unnecessary complexity and confusion. In the July 2013
crash of an Asiana Boeing 777 at San Francisco International Airport, investigators concluded that the
pilot had an inaccurate understanding of how certain
autopilot features worked. This finding prompted
recommendations to address human factors in the
design of automated systems and in the training of
flight crews.
Other efforts have focused on techniques to aid
and improve human decision making. In the 1970s
and 1980s, inappropriate flight crew planning and
decision making contributed to several accidents.
Subsequent research on crew error led to the development of team-oriented training courses for flight
crews, introducing cockpit resource management,
now known as crew resource management (CRM).
CRM, cockpit discipline, and teamwork were
keys in the successful ditching of an Airbus A320 in
the Hudson River in New York City in 2009 after an
encounter with geese during the initial climb caused
dual engine failure. The CRM training—required by
FAA for pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers—
covers teamwork, workload and time management,
situational awareness, the effects of fatigue and stress,
and aeronautical decision making and judgment.
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Organizational Approaches
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Today, attention to safety permeates the culture of
successful airlines and aircraft operators. Yet a reactive approach to aviation safety had persisted well
into the 1990s. Improvements came mostly in reaction to shortcomings uncovered by the investigations of high-profile accidents. Nonetheless, during
the 1990s, aviation safety professionals began to look
at more holistic, organizational approaches.
Safety Culture
Safety culture—a term coined by the International
Atomic Energy Agency in its 1986 findings on the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster—became the catchword
of the U.S. airline industry after the 1991 in-flight

PHOTO: NEIL HOWARD, FLICKR
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New technologies help
pilots avoid terrain
features.

Research has identified a variety of indicators of
good safety culture, which airlines and airports
incorporate into a safety management system (SMS).
The SMS includes an organizational commitment to
promoting safety, management involvement in critical safety activities, employee empowerment in safety
decisions, reward systems to promote safe practices,
and reporting systems that encourage employees to
express concerns and respond proactively to valid
safety threats.

Damaged fuselage of
Asiana Airlines Flight
214, which crashed on
approach to San
Francisco International
Airport in 2013.
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breakup of Continental Express Flight 2574.
Improper maintenance and a lack of adherence to
quality assurance procedures were cited as likely
contributors.
Around the same time, research began to link the
likelihood of aviation accidents to corporate culture
and to upper management’s activities to instill effective safety practices among employees. Today, safety
culture is an integral concept, unifying safety and
risk management within organizations.
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Crew resource
management techniques
helped ensure a safe
water landing after
US Airways Flight 1549
crashed just after takeoff
in 2009.
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Data Analyses
Applying advances in data collection and analysis,
the flight operational quality assurance (FOQA) and
maintenance operations quality assurance (MOQA)
programs constantly monitor airline safety parameters. The programs rely on detailed data analysis to
spot anomalies in flight operations and in aircraft
maintenance practices that could indicate unsafe
conditions.
Through programs like ASRS, ASAP, FOQA, and
MOQA, aviation safety has become a highly datadriven enterprise (see sidebar, page 22). In addition,
regulatory approaches to safety culture are being
developed and implemented for airlines, airports,
maintenance repair stations, the design and manufacturing organizations for aircraft and components,
and air traffic control in the United States and internationally. FAA regards SMS as a proactive approach,
in contrast with the more traditional, reactive, rulebased approaches to safety.

Aging Aircraft
In 1988, an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 experienced
a structural failure to a section of the fuselage above
the passenger cabin; the resulting explosive decompression killed a flight attendant. The accident
focused attention on the maintenance and inspection
of aging aircraft structures and systems.
In the Aging Aircraft Safety Act of 1991, legislators required FAA to establish a program focused on
age-related structural issues for aircraft. Yet despite
efforts to monitor aging aircraft closely, risks remain.
In 2002, a China Airlines Boeing 747 broke apart
in flight and crashed in the Taiwan Strait; the cause
was fatigue damage involving a deficient structural
repair, made 22 years earlier and not detected by
routine inspections. The 2005 crash of a seaplane
departing Miami for the Bahamas renewed concerns
about the cumulative effects of age-related fatigue on
the structural components of smaller aircraft.
In-Flight Loss of Control
In-flight loss-of-control accidents have accounted for
approximately 20 percent of all commercial jet
crashes in the past decade and more than 40 percent
of commercial jet fatalities worldwide. Loss of control can result from aircraft failures or human error
but often from a complex interaction of the two. For
example, investigators attributed the crash of Air
France Flight 447 in the South Atlantic Ocean in
2009 to an aerodynamic stall, the result of errant airspeed data, the disconnection of the autopilot, and
the pilot entering inappropriate control inputs and
deviating from proper procedures.
PHOTO © AIRBUS SAS 2016
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Reporting Systems
Some of these components were in place before the
1990s but not yet integrated into a cohesive approach
to safety and risk management. Since the mid-1970s,
a voluntary aviation safety reporting system (ASRS)
has provided pilots with a mechanism for reporting
unsafe conditions and practices with some impunity.
In the 1990s, the voluntary reporting of safety
issues by employees of airlines and of aircraft operators was recognized as a way to help prevent accidents. FAA and industry developed the Aviation
Safety Action Program (ASAP) to provide a mechanism for collecting and analyzing voluntary
employee reports of unsafe conditions and practices.
FAA also developed a corporate Voluntary Disclosure Reporting Program, allowing airlines and
other regulated entities to disclose safety information
to the agency. In addition, federal law provides protections to aviation industry whistleblowers who
speak up about safety deficiencies.

are ongoing. These include assuring the airworthiness of aging aircraft; curtailing loss-of-control accidents in flight; preventing and mitigating in-flight
fires; addressing safety in the airport environment;
and promoting safety in high-risk sectors of aviation, such as helicopter emergency medical service
operations and flights in developing regions.

Ongoing Safety Challenges
Despite the continual progress that has made commercial aviation a model of safety, several challenges

Regular maintenance, especially for aging aircraft, is
a major component of aviation safety.
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Air Midwest Flight 5481
experienced in-flight loss
of control just after
takeoff in 2003. The
plane crashed into a
hangar at Charlotte–
Douglas International
Airport and burst into
flames, causing the
deaths of all 19
passengers and two
pilots.

In-Flight Fires
In 1996, a cargo fire started by improperly packed
oxygen generators led to the crash of a ValuJet in
Florida. In 1998, a Swissair MD-11 en route from
New York City to Geneva, Switzerland, crashed in

the Atlantic Ocean near Halifax, Nova Scotia—faulty
wiring appeared to have ignited a fire that propagated rapidly in the flammable insulation. In both
crashes, investigators concluded that the fire spread
rapidly and burned through the aircraft structure
and systems, rendering the aircraft uncontrollable
and preventing emergency landing.
Although in-flight fires have not caused many
commercial jet accidents in the past decade, a fire can
propagate rapidly, creating one of the most highstress situations a flight crew may face. Although
cargo and engine fire detection and fire suppression
have improved, the fire risk from hazardous cargo—
particularly lithium batteries—remains a focus.
In 2006, a UPS aircraft landed at Philadelphia
International airport with a cargo fire possibly related
to lithium battery shipments—a conclusive link was
never proved. In 2010, investigators of a UPS Boeing
747 cargo aircraft that crashed in Dubai determined
that the source of the fire was the autoignition of a
cargo pallet with large quantities of lithium batteries
and other combustible materials.
After these fires, improvements were ordered to
the detection and suppression systems for smoke
and fire in cargo bays, the procedures for mitigating
in-flight fires were modified, and restrictions were
placed on the quantity and packaging of lithium battery shipments.
A fire broke out aboard a practically brand new
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In 2003, an Air Midwest commuter turboprop in
Charlotte, North Carolina, crashed after a loss of
pitch control caused by improperly rigged elevator
cables, undetected by faulty maintenance procedures
and poor quality control. In addition, the calculations of the plane’s weight and balance were inaccurate—the flight was dispatched overweight and with
a center of gravity aft of allowable limits.
The crash of American Airlines flight 587 in New
York in 2001 was attributed to excessive pilot inputs
that stressed the vertical stabilizer to the point of
structural failure. Exacerbating the problem were the
aircraft’s rudder control design and elements of the
airline’s pilot training that stressed aggressive control
inputs in response to aircraft upsets.
The diversity of interacting causes in loss-of-control accidents such as these creates unique challenges
in developing preventive measures. Attempts to curtail in-flight loss-of-control accidents therefore are
closely associated with efforts to implement systemwide safety management approaches aimed at
eliminating and mitigating the precursors of accidents and incidents.
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Emergency personnel
train at Pittsburgh
International Airport’s
Aircraft Rescue and Fire
Fighting facility.

Japan Airlines Boeing 787 shortly after landing in
Boston in 2013. A few days later, United Airlines
reported a lithium battery problem in one of its 787s,
and a similar incident occurred in Japan on board an
All Nippon Airways aircraft. The occurrences
prompted regulatory inquiries and a temporary
grounding of the Boeing 787 fleet. As soon as mitigation measures were put in place to contain the 787
battery fires—called thermal runaway events—the
aircraft returned to service.
Concerns about lithium batteries extend to the
portable batteries that have proliferated in consumer
electronics. FAA and airlines have launched public
education efforts to inform flyers not to place electronics and spare batteries in checked baggage but to
carry these on board, where possible fires can be
detected and suppressed more easily.
Airport Environment
The majority of worldwide accidents in recent years
have involved runway incursions, overruns, and
undershoots. These accidents typically have low
rates of fatalities, suggesting that mitigation measures have been effective. Nevertheless, the number
of such accidents remains worrisome.
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Runway Incursions
On March 27, 1977, the world’s deadliest aviation accident occurred on Tenerife in the Canary Islands when

Status lights help prevent
runway-related accidents.

two Boeing 747 aircraft collided on the runway, killing
583 and injuring 61. Although recent runway
safety–related accidents have avoided catastrophic outcomes, some historical runway and surface movement
collisions in the United States have raised concerns.
For example, in February 1991, a Boeing 737
making a night landing at Los Angeles International
Airport collided with a regional turboprop cleared by
the tower to taxi into position for takeoff on the same
runway. In November 1994, a TWA DC-9 making its
takeoff roll at St. Louis International Airport collided
with a twin-engine Cessna that mistakenly taxied
past its assigned runway. A commuter flight landing
at a nontowered airport in Quincy, Illinois, in
November 1996 collided on the runway with a twin
turboprop that was not properly scanning for traffic
or monitoring radio communications.
These accidents highlighted the continuing dangers of runway incursions and brought about calls for
changes to improve controller and pilot situation
awareness of the airport environment.
Steps to address runway incursions have included
relatively simple fixes, such as improved signs, pavement markings, and lighting, as well as changes to
pilot–controller phraseology. Additional measures
include the deployment of automated runway occupancy lights to signal pilots on approach that the runway is clear, and runway status lights to signal aircraft
and vehicles on the ground not to enter or cross a runway.
The indicator lights rely on surface radar to monitor aircraft and vehicle traffic in the airport environment. In the future, precision aircraft monitoring
capabilities will present air traffic controllers and pilots
with a better view of surface movements at airports.
Actions to address surface movement safety have
paid off in the past decade, and severe runway incursion accidents have remained rare. Nonetheless, projected increases in the number of flights and in the
tempo of operations at the world’s busiest airports
make concerns about surface movement safety a continuing priority.
Runway Overruns
Runway overruns have accounted for more than 20
percent of commercial jet accidents worldwide in
recent years. Several notable runway excursions have
prompted action. In 2000, a Southwest Airlines flight
overran the runway in Burbank, California, crossed
a busy street, and came to rest next to a gas station.
In 2005, another Southwest flight ran off a snowslickened runway at Chicago Midway airport onto an
adjacent roadway, killing a child in a passing car.
Earlier that year, a business jet careened through the
airport fence at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey, con-

PHOTO: BOB WHITE, FLICKR
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Helicopter air
ambulances are subject
to new safety
regulations, issued by
FAA in 2014.

tinued across a highway, and struck a vehicle before
hitting a building.
Also in 2005, an Air France A340 arriving from
Paris overran the runway at Toronto Pearson Airport in Canada. Despite a postcrash fire, only 43 of
the 309 on board were injured and no one was killed.
Although comparatively low-fatality events, runway overshoot accidents pose a threat not only to aircraft occupants but also to persons on the ground. In
some cases, runway safety areas have proved inadequate, opening risks beyond the runway perimeter.
To prevent this, engineered materials arresting
systems (EMAS), a pavement typically consisting of
low-density, crushable concrete, can be installed at
runway ends; EMAS has proved highly effective in
stopping aircraft. In addition, new cockpit technologies help prevent overshoots and undershoots
by providing pilots with better tools to monitor and
stabilize approaches and landings.

Lessons for the Future
Commercial aviation is not without accidents and
incidents but serves as a model of safety for the other
transportation modes. Investigations routinely find
that aviation mishaps are largely preventable and
that appropriate measures can mitigate the severity
of the consequences.
Mitigating unsafe practices and conditions that
can lead to accidents requires proactive steps and an
enabling culture that values and promotes safety. To
maintain high levels of safety, careful attention is
needed in all facets of the aviation industry—for
example,
u Quality controls that span manufacturing,
maintenance, and flight operations;
u State-of-the-art training to provide all safetycritical personnel with the knowledge and skills to
perform at the highest levels; and
u A management and organizational culture that
fosters safety-minded practices, values attention to
detail, and welcomes appropriate critiques and safety
concerns from any source.

Through this continuing attention, aviation can
maintain and improve an already high level of safety.
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High-Risk Aviation Sectors
The high level of safety achieved by commercial airlines in the United States can serve as a model for
addressing safety needs in other sectors of aviation.
For example, the safety of helicopter air ambulance
operations has come under scrutiny. In response,
legislation passed in 2012 required FAA to issue regulations addressing pilot training, flight operations,
dispatch procedures, weather-related factors, and
cockpit technologies to enhance operational safety.
Airline safety in certain regions of the developing
world, particularly in portions of South America,
Asia, and Africa, lags behind considerably. The
United States and other nations, in close coordination with the International Civil Aviation Organization, have worked to promote aviation safety in

emerging regions, as well as the harmonization of
safety approaches worldwide.
Promoting aviation safety globally has potential
direct benefits for the United States. Foremost is the
improved safety for U.S. citizens traveling overseas.
Additionally, protecting and promoting U.S. aviation
industry standards and practices ensures the proper
operation and maintenance of U.S.-manufactured
aircraft in developing areas.
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Transforming Safety Decisions
Through Big Data Analytics
SAAM AHMADI

The author is Lead
Data Scientist and
Data Engineer,
MITRE Corporation,
McLean, Virginia.
Data analysis can
enhance the efficiency
and safety of runway
operations.

D

ata analytics are not a particularly new field.
For decades, companies and organizations
have used data to monitor trends, behaviors,
and the effectiveness of key measures such as product pricing, sales, marketing performance, and operational efficiency.
The rapid increase in data generation—known as
big data—has led to the exploration of large data
sets for data discovery, business insights, and
expanded knowledge about specific domains. Low-

cost, distributed data storage and processing platforms, such as Apache Hadoop, have made advances,
lowering the barriers to big data analytics. These
advances are transforming the way that aviation
safety decisions are being made.
How are big data analytics transforming safety
decisions?
Data collected through accident and incident investigations by the National Transportation Safety Board
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How are leading indicators of risks analyzed?
Once algorithms are processed on various NAS data,
information relevant to each flight—such as weather

observations and notices, airport and runway configurations, and nearby traffic—is fused into the
results. This augments the safety issues and risks
with contributing factors, revealing conditions and
behaviors that can lead to an undesirable state.
The leading indicators and precursors are monitored and trended using statistical analysis and time
series methods. Airports and regions are analyzed
across the NAS, uncovering hot spots with elevated
risks, broken down to the individual runway and
procedure. The frequencies of safety issues and leading indicators are monitored to identify periods when
a change or a significant anomaly is detected.
The results are communicated to decision makers
via data visualizations and dashboards with varying
levels of detail. High-level dashboards enable the
monitoring of overall safety trends in the NAS and
highlight changes in the rates of leading indicators.
More detailed dashboards enable analysts to examine individual unsafe events or individual leading
indicators of risks in depth.
What’s next in big data analytics?
Research and development are continuing to expand
and mature big data analytics for aviation safety.
Research into voice and speech data analytics, for
example, is working to understand the safety aspects
of ATC and pilot interactions. Additionally, forecasting, predictive safety analytics, and real-time monitoring aim to identify opportunities to mitigate risks
before safety events occur. Big data analytics are a key
in assessing the safety of the NAS comprehensively
and are critical to the operational success of a safety
management system.

Voice and speech data
analytics can help in
understanding the
safety aspects of
interactions between
air traffic controllers
and pilots.
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How are the leading indicators of risks measured
from data?
The aviation community produces a variety of large
data sets—for example, aircraft position information from radar surveillance systems throughout
the United States, manually entered frontline
reports highlighting air traffic control (ATC) hazards observed at a facility, and aviation and airport
surface weather information.
Nearly 100,000 operations take place every day in
the NAS, and the volume of data requires state-ofthe-art big data methods for timely analysis. Algorithms are designed to examine these data sets to
detect events or conditions that may pose a risk to
safe operations. These metrics can provide decision
makers with key indicators of safety performance
and are tied to the leading indicators of risks.
Frontline reports offer valuable contextual and
causal information about the factors for specific
events, but much of the detail is hidden in free-text
narratives and must be meticulously extracted and
structured. Natural language processing and machine
learning techniques can autoclassify and autocategorize patterns of text and language in the narratives
from the hundreds of thousands of reports.

PHOTO: NATS

and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are
crucial in uncovering the root causes of specific accidents. The findings often lead to the formulation of
new safety recommendations to mitigate risks in the
National Airspace System (NAS) and to improve
transportation safety. Forensics-based analysis continues to be valuable, but in a commercial aviation
environment with a near-zero accident rate, as in the
United States, further reduction in risk and continued improvement of safety require moving from a
reactive to a proactive perspective.
Through the Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing program, FAA is making significant
efforts with industry stakeholders to collect,
process, and draw inferences from operational
safety-related data to identify and measure the leading indicators of risks. Analytics that can understand and quantify normal operations can help
identify anomalous behavior that may not have
resulted in an accident or incident. International
organizations and air navigation service providers
are also adopting this paradigm, allowing the industry to measure precursors and mitigate risk.
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Airports’ Response to Transportation
Network Companies
Challenges and Lessons Learned
PETER MANDLE AND STEPHANIE BOX
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T

ransportation network companies (TNCs) are
changing the way that passengers travel to and
from airports. The changes are disrupting traditional airport ground access operations and are
affecting airport revenues. To maintain secure, safe,
comfortable, and efficient operations while allowing
passengers to select their preferred travel mode, airport
staff are implementing creative programs to accommodate, regulate, and manage these new services.

commercially licensed limousines and drivers. UberX
is considered a TNC, but UberBlack is not, because
UberBlack is licensed and regulated as a traditional
limousine service.
PHOTO: JOE A. KUNZLER, AVGEEKJOE PRODUCTIONS
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Consulting LLC,
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What Is a TNC?
(Above:) Transportation
network companies, such
as Uber, allow customers
to request a car service—
usually an independent
driver in his or her own
car—using a smartphone
app.

Companies such as Uber and Lyft offer door-to-door,
nonstop transportation at the request of customers
via smartphone applications, or apps, that the companies offer and operate. The apps allow customers
to connect with and to pay drivers.
The transportation services are primarily provided by independent drivers in their personal cars—
UberX is an example—although some services, such
as UberBlack, offer transportation services using

UberBlack and other luxury car services are
conducted by commercially licensed limousine
drivers.
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Regulating For-Hire Vehicles
Taxicabs, limousines, and other commercial vehicles—such as buses, vans, and courtesy vehicles—
and their drivers are regulated by city, county, or state
regulatory agencies, as well as by airports. Local regulatory agencies establish minimum standards for
vehicle safety and appearance, driver qualifications
and experience, insurance, the transportation of passengers with special needs, and other aspects of operations. These agencies typically also establish
maximum fares or rates, and in some communities,
they may set the number of taxicab permits or medallions to ensure appropriate service availability and
driver income.
Airport operators supplement city and state rules
governing commercial vehicles and their drivers to
ensure the safety and security of airline passengers
and of the airport roadways. Because the Federal Aviation Administration requires airports to be financially self-sufficient, airports frequently issue permits
and charge fees to individual commercial vehicle
owners and their drivers; this allows the airport to
recover operating and administrative costs and recognizes that vehicle owners receive benefits from
access to airline passengers.

a TNC permit. More than 50 airports now issue permits to TNCs, and more are expected in the next
year. Once regulators enact rules governing TNC
vehicles and drivers and allowing TNCs to operate
legally in the state or city, the airports can issue permits and establish fees.
TNC companies have agreed to provide the
requested amounts and types of insurance and to
pay the fees established by airports for customer
pickup and, at some airports, for drop-offs. The fees
frequently are calculated according to the number of
TNC vehicle trips recorded crossing a geofence—a
virtual boundary around an airport defined by GPS
coordinates. Several challenges remain for airport
operators, including confirming the number of selfreported vehicle trips, assuring driver compliance
with airport regulations, and licensing shared-ride
services, such as LyftLine and UberPool, which do
not yet have legal status at some airports.

Advances in
communication
technology have made
aviation even more
connected with other
modes of travel.

SJ CAREY,
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Since their introduction in 2012, TNCs have
increased in popularity, particularly in communities
underserved by taxis. Customers who began to call
on TNCs expected to be able to use them for travel
to and from airports.
At first, the city and state agencies and the airports
did not regulate TNCs. To ensure passenger safety
and security and to maintain efficient roadway traffic operations, however, some airports attempted to
require that TNCs obtain an airport permit to drop
off or pick up customers. This raised several challenges.
First, unless the appropriate regulatory agency
had authorized the operation of TNCs, most airports
were reluctant to require or issue permits. Second,
TNCs maintained that any permits would have to be
issued to the company, not to the individual drivers
or vehicles—a change from the taxis, limousines,
and other commercial vehicles at most airports.
In addition, the companies preferred not to share
driver names and vehicle identifications and balked
at the prospect of regulators limiting the number of
drivers and vehicles or setting maximum fares. The
companies initially objected to proposed insurance
requirements, as well as to airport fees.
Despite these challenges, in October 2014,
Nashville International Airport became the first to
negotiate successfully with the companies and issued

FLICKR

TNC Challenges

Oakland International
Airport in California has
designated a pickup
point for TNC rides.
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Emerging TNC-related
evidence shows a decline
in taxicab trips from
airports.

Effects on Airport Travelers
Because TNCs have been operating legally at airports for less than two years, the data available on
their effects are scant. Initial data and anecdotal
information provided by the operators of the airports serving Denver, Colorado; Portland, Oregon;
and San Francisco, California (see Figure 1, below),
and Washington, D.C., Dulles International suggest
that the following changes have occurred in the use
of traditional airport travel modes:
u Fewer taxicab trips—Taxicab trips from airports
declined by 5 percent to 15 percent. Trips to the air-
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FIGURE 1 Airport access
mode previously used by
TNC passengers arriving
at San Francisco
International Airport.
(BART = Bay Area Rapid
Transit. SOURCE:
InterVISTAS, based on
data from Ground Access
Study 2014–2015, San
Francisco and Oakland
International Airports,
prepared by Corey
Canapary.)

BART
20%

Private
car/vehicle
18%

Taxicab
50%

ports experienced a larger reduction, because of the
increasing popularity of TNCs in downtown areas.
Approximately half of passengers arriving by TNC
had previously traveled to the airport in taxicabs.
With the decrease in downtown trips, many taxicab
drivers choose to wait at airports for potential customers, increasing the need for space to stage waiting vehicles and driver wait times.
u Fewer shared-ride van trips—The availability of
nonstop, door-to-door TNC services at fares comparable to those charged by shared-ride vans has led to
a 20 percent to 25 percent reduction in the number
of customers choosing the van services.
u Little change in prearranged limousines—Limousine customers are more likely to request
UberBlack or similar services than UberX or Lyft.
u Less public transit ridership—Approximately 21
percent of TNC customers previously used scheduled buses or trains, according to the available data.
u Less use of rental cars—Rental car transactions
have declined 5 percent to 10 percent annually since
the permitting of TNCs.
u Less use of private vehicles—Approximately 17
percent of TNC customers previously traveled in private vehicles, some of which required parking. The
number of parking transactions—entries and exits—
per airline passenger has declined by 5 percent to 10
percent at some airports since the permitting of
TNCs.

Effects on Revenues
Several airports receive annual revenues of nearly $1
million from TNCs; San Francisco International
receives more than $12 million. These revenues often
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Effects on Operations

Lessons Learned

Airports require TNC drivers to display decals identifying the company with which they are affiliated
and to carry an electronic identification to confirm
their licensing to the police. To avoid curbside congestion, airports have worked with the TNCs to
establish geofence boundaries so that drivers without
customers do not wait at curbsides but in designated
hold areas.

The recent history of TNCs indicates that the past is
not a good predictor of the future and that innovation and technology quickly can change customer
preferences and affect airport operations. Point-topoint carsharing services, self-parking vehicles, and
ultimately autonomous vehicles are in development,
and airport operators likely will need to be flexible
in responding to the changes in travel patterns and
operations that may result.
The Transportation Research Board’s recently
published Special Report 319, Between Public and
Private Mobility: Examining the Rise of TechnologyEnabled Transportation Services, examines the policy effects of TNCs, and an Airport Cooperative
Research Program Synthesis project is addressing
the challenges and opportunities that TNCs present for airport operators. Additional research is
needed to explore the impacts on airport revenues
and facilities and to develop programs to address
the impacts.

Shared-ride services such as LyftLine or UberPool do
not have legal status at some airports.

TNC and rideshare
passenger waiting and
pickup area at
Seattle–Tacoma
International Airport in
Washington State.

For more information on
Special Report 319,
Between Public and
Private Mobility:
Examining the Rise of
Technology-Enabled
Transportation Services,
visit www.trb.org/
Publications/Blurbs/
173511.aspx.
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Airports typically require TNCs to comply with
the state and city regulations for driver background
checks and vehicle inspections. By replacing multiple-occupant vehicles and vehicles that were parked,
TNCs are increasing curbside requirements and
adding to curbside congestion.
Airports are testing alternative customer drop-off
and pick-up configurations, including the use of
adjacent parking structures or a designated curbside
level. Airports are also introducing software allowing
enforcement officers to track TNC vehicles on airport
property.

PHOTO: LYFT

exceed the previous total revenues from taxicabs,
shared-ride vans, and limousines.
Revenues from TNC customers who previously
were dropped off or picked up by family members or
friends or who took public transit represent a new
source of revenue. The available information, however, suggests that TNCs are causing a decline in
parking and rental car revenues per airline passenger.
Parking and rental cars are the largest sources of nonairline revenues at airports; any loss in these revenues not offset by revenues from TNCs would be a
concern for airport management.
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Aviation’s Evolving Role in a
Changing Climate
Current Contributions and Future Potential
C A R LY S H A N N O N A N D K AT E A N D R U S
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(Above:) The aviation
industry faces special
challenges from a
changing climate and
more volatile weather
patterns.

A

s the global climate continues to shift, transportation systems will encounter challenges
without historic precedent. The complete
extent of these challenges remains to be seen, but
already the built environment is experiencing
increased stress from climate change, including more
frequent and intense heat events, droughts, and
storms.
The aviation industry has undertaken significant
efforts to reduce the rate of climate change by
decreasing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
notably by increasing fuel efficiency and the use of
biofuels. A sustainable future, however, also requires
resiliency—the ability to plan for, recover from, and
respond dynamically to hardship, change, or disasters in a way that has limited impact on operations.
At their own facilities, airports have made
progress toward climate resiliency by emphasizing
on-site infrastructure improvements and stakeholder
collaboration to identify solutions. In addition, the
aviation industry has contributed to resiliency at the
local, regional, industry, and global levels, and the

potential for new and evolving roles is great.
Although some opportunities may be uniquely available to aviation, other transportation sectors can
replicate many of the aviation industry’s measures to
increase the resiliency of the network as a whole.

Local and Regional Initiatives
Emergency Hubs
As a benefit to their local communities and to their
broader geographic regions, airports can provide a
portal for regional emergency services, offering food,
water, medical care, and shelter during extreme
events. For example, airports can work with emergency services to create on-airport public safety stations. These stations consolidate emergency services
with the airport’s resources, providing a range of
equipment and capabilities to streamline coordination.
Arnold Palmer Regional Airport near Latrobe,
Pennsylvania, recently opened a Regional Emergency
Operations Center, which covers 13 counties in
Western Pennsylvania, includes ambulance services,
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and serves as a coordination center for local, county,
state, and federal emergency operations. The airport
also acts as a communications hub and 911 center to
maintain communications during emergencies. The
airport was chosen as the hub because of the strategic access to emergency services, supplies, and communications, as well as the availability of a large
pavement area for the staging of resources.
Ensuring Continuity
Airports also can supplement regional ground transportation networks and leverage these services during climate-related events or can increase their
services as needed to compensate and balance the
system as a whole. Because of the independence of
air travel from ground-based infrastructure beyond
the airport facilities, aviation can fill the voids left by
major infrastructure failures or blockages affecting
other transportation modes.
For example, military aircraft can land in extreme
conditions to deliver supplies when roadways are
blocked. In addition, cargo services at airports can
expand to assist with the movement of critical goods
or to minimize the effects of network disruptions on
the gross domestic product.

that draws on experience in risk management. Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Synthesis 33, Airport Climate Adaptation and Resilience,
published in 2012, detailed this coordination, assembling findings from a survey of practices and procedures at North American and United Kingdom
airports.1
Of the survey respondents, 38 percent reported
working with regional community emergency planning groups or regional planning authorities to
address weather disruptions and related impacts
strategically. For example, the San Diego County
Regional Airport Authority actively participated in an
effort led by ICLEI–Local Governments for Sustainability and two other local organizations to develop
an adaptation strategy for sea level rise.
1

www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/167238.aspx.

PHOTO: LIZ ROLL, FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Collaborative Adaptations
In addition to coordinating emergency services and
supplementing transportation networks, many airports are engaging with regional stakeholders to
address climate change, offering valuable support

Arnold Palmer Regional
Airport’s new emergency
operations center serves
as a coordination hub for
local, county, state, and
regional operations.
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In the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina in
2005, more than 2,500
emergency workers were
housed at a New Orleans,
Louisiana, airport,
sleeping on cots in the
baggage claim and
eating meals outdoors.
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Because of San Diego
International Airport’s
proximity to the water,
the regional airport
authority collaborated
with other organizations
to develop an adaptation
strategy for sea level rise.

Airports have experience in addressing and planning for unique risks, such as safety, security, and
volatility in cash flow. The lessons learned at individual facilities can be indispensable to other organizations planning for climate-related risks.

Industry Involvement
Airports also can play important roles at the industry level in adapting to climate change. For example,
airports are involved in sponsoring research and in
sharing the findings and the lessons learned that
contribute to the aviation system’s resilience.
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2 Climate Change Adaptation Planning: Risk Assessment
for Airports, www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/173554.aspx.
3 http://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?
ProjectID=4020

PHOTO: ANDREW E. COHEN, FLICKR
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Several Airport
Cooperative Research
Program projects have
explored climate-related
emergency management
topics such as flood
planning and backup
power.

Information Sharing
ACRP has completed several climate-related projects in addition to ACRP Synthesis 33, and others are
in process. ACRP Report 147 provides guidance on
airport risk assessments,2 and ACRP Project 2-74 is
investigating ways to integrate climate risk into airport management systems.3 Completed projects

incorporate firsthand input from airports that have
faced major climate-related events, including Hurricane Sandy, and focus on important elements such as
flood planning, backup power, and public health
management. Resilience is about responding dynamically—sharing the experiences of airports can help
improve the entire industry and beyond.
The Sustainable Aviation Guidance Alliance
(SAGA) provides another means of information sharing, through a database of sustainability initiatives
developed by and for airports. Industry leaders originally created SAGA, and an ACRP project recently
updated it to allow stakeholders to input sustainability-related best practices, including those related
to climate change.4
Airports are embracing information sharing and
have foregone the proprietary nature of innovative
ideas, recognizing the importance of a cohesive aviation system addressing climate change. Beyond
nationwide collaboration, airports are interacting
through forums such as the Airports Going Green
Conference, working to build a more resilient system
by spreading sustainability-related best practices
globally. This extensive network operates under the
assumption that improving each part of the system
could benefit the entire system, reduce risk, and ultimately contribute to economic stability.
Influencing Supply Chains
In a recent initiative, airports and airlines are influencing their supply chains to reduce climate impacts.
Airports not only are undertaking their own efforts
but are passing these commitments along to business
partners via strategic partnerships, operating methods, or requirements and guidelines for building.
Across the country, airports have begun engaging
stakeholders in GHG mitigation through programs
that convert airport vehicles to less GHG-intensive
fuels and that encourage the use of preconditioned
air at airline gates to reduce the fuel used by aircraft
auxiliary power units.
Some airports have gone a step farther by integrating resilient infrastructure development measures into their tenant guidelines. The Massachusetts
Port Authority has required use of its Floodproofing
Design Guide by all staff, tenants, and contractors
during the planning, design, and construction of
projects at Boston Logan Airport.5
As airports exert their influence in communications, disaster preparedness, and business practices,
tangible benefits can be realized throughout the
industry.
www.airportsustainability.org/.
https://www.massport.com/media/295959/massportfloodproofing-design-guide-final-draft_11-14-2014_rev.pdf.
4
5
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Airport Manager Bob
Oler examines debris
from a tornado that
damaged Watonga
Regional Airport in
Oklahoma. Because of
their sensitivity to
weather events, airports
can provide early
warnings of risks or
trends affecting
transportation
infrastructure.

Global Effects

thaw cycles, as well as to higher temperatures; the
cycles affect the pavement’s service life. A long exposure to high heat, for instance, can make some pavement soft. At Reagan National Airport in Arlington,
Virginia, an aircraft became stuck in a pavement soft
spot produced by high temperatures over the course
of a week. By tracking airport pavement condition
nationwide, emerging trends and lessons learned
could benefit the entire transportation system—
including roadways—and allow a more informed
and proactive response in planning, budgeting, and
setting design standards.
In addition, the aviation industry can shape the
use of rapidly growing technologies related to
unmanned aerial vehicles, or drones, to assist in
resilience—for example, by using drones to conduct
emergency service functions that normally require
ground-based transportation and access. In extreme
events, emergency service providers could use drones
to assess the damage to vital resources, such as roadways, other transportation systems, supply caches,
wastewater facilities, and the like, and to provide
emergency support to areas that have been cut off.

Forthcoming Opportunities

Dynamic Response

Aviation has the potential to play additional roles in
supporting the resiliency of the transportation system. For example, airports can serve in the “canary”
role—that is, detecting problems early. Because of
their sensitivity to weather events, such as changing
temperatures, airports often can identify risks or
trends toward extremes before other industries.
For example, as the climate changes, airport pavements may be subject to more punctuated freeze–

The ability to respond dynamically to climate challenges is vital. The aviation industry and its technologies provide many opportunities for positive
developments in this arena, linking communities
and the aviation system nationwide and globally, and
providing opportunities for coordinated and shared
approaches to improving adaptation, resilience, and
emergency response measures. The result will be a
more efficient, resilient, and beneficial system.
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On a global level, new technology is addressing climate change by improving the operational efficiency
of the aviation sector. The U.S. NextGen program, for
example, involves a transition from ground-based to
satellite-based navigation and surveillance, as well as
other upgrades, to increase the efficiency of the airspace system.
The completed NextGen system can contribute to
climate change mitigation by reducing overall GHG
emissions associated with air travel—routes will be
more direct, reducing travel distances—and to the
resilience of the aviation system. During extreme
storm events, for example, the rerouting of flights
would not depend on ground-based navigational
aids; this change should alleviate some delays caused
by climate-related weather events that can lead to
systemwide issues.
Delays of a few minutes within the U.S. system can
have regional and international effects, including missed
connections. Alleviating delays would ease some pressures on the international system and contribute to more
dynamic and efficient operations globally.
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Routine Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Operations in the National Airspace System
Benefits and Challenges
J O N AT H A N O L I V E R
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The author is an aerospace consultant and
Chair of the TRB
Unmanned Aircraft
Systems Subcommittee.
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(Above:) An unmanned
aircraft system (UAS)
takes photos with a
GoPro camera. UAS
increasingly are used in a
variety of applications,
from entertainment to
surveying.

U

nmanned aircraft systems (UAS)—sometimes called drones—have attracted everincreasing interest and attention. Defense
and security missions and related domestic training
activities have provided the initial momentum.
Today, individual users, commercial organizations
such as Amazon, and public entities, including state
departments of transportation (DOTs), are pushing
for routine UAS flights for a range of applications,
from mapping to agriculture to entertainment to
package delivery and more.
The organizations interested and the missions
proposed are diverse, but a common goal is to
expand routine access to the National Airspace System (NAS) to conduct effective and profitable operations. Access has been limited, however, and

progress to achieve more routine access has moved
more slowly than desired, because of policy, technical, and other barriers.

What Are UAS?
UAS are more than aircraft. A UAS is a system that
consists of the unmanned aircraft, the commandand-control data links, the payload, the support
equipment, and the personnel who operate the system (see Figure 1, page 33).
An unmanned aircraft can have a fixed-wing,
rotorcraft, or other configuration and can range in
size from micro-UAS that fit in the palm of the hand
to drones the size of a commercial airliner. Ground
control stations can be fixed or mobile and can be
based on land, at sea, or in the air.
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UAS can perform a range of functions, such as
remote sensing, infrastructure inspection and protection, communications, and cargo delivery. According to a traditional description, UAS perform the
“dull, dirty, and dangerous” functions that humans
cannot do or prefer to avoid. But new commercial
applications, such as fly-along personal videography
and acrobatic formation flying for entertainment,
have progressed beyond the stereotype.

Who Operates and Uses UAS?
Public and civil operators fly UAS. Public operators
include the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), the Department of the Interior, state DOTs,
law enforcement, public universities, and other government agencies. Civil operators typically include
commercial manufacturers, businesses that offer UAS
services or that operate UAS to aid their business,
and private citizens.
Private citizens who fly UAS for recreation are
categorized as hobbyists and are subject to separate
rules for model aircraft. Some consumers of UAS services—such as real estate agents, construction companies, and movie studios—may not be directly
involved in conducting UAS flights but need the data
or service for mapping, traffic monitoring, communications, and other purposes.

Why Integrate UAS into the NAS?

Data
Link

Data Link
• Ground
• Sea
• Air

Also part of UAS:
• Support equipment
• Payloads
• Flight termination
systems
• Launch and recovery equipment

“UAS increase human potential, allowing us to
execute dangerous or difficult tasks safely and efficiently,” stated Brian Wynne, CEO of the Association
of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI)
in congressional testimony in 2015. “From inspecting pipelines and surveying bridges to filming movies
and providing farmers with aerial views of their
crops, the applications of UAS are virtually limitless
and offer a superior way to see what needs to be
seen, in less time and at less expense. It’s no wonder
businesses—small and large—are clamoring to use
this technology.”
According to AUVSI’s 2013 economic impact
study, the UAS industry can create more than
100,000 new jobs and more than $82 billion in economic impact within the first 10 years after UAS are
integrated into the NAS.
Despite the many potential benefits of routine
UAS flights, a large and increasing number of UAS
operations can create unsafe conditions for all NAS
users if the systems are not properly integrated. The
Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) aerospace
forecast for 2016 to 2036 estimates rapid commercial

PHOTO: STATE FARM

Many public and civil operators, users, and industry
experts believe UAS can provide cost efficiencies,
enhanced mission capabilities, increased safety, more
education and career opportunities, and other benefits.

Pilot and Crew
• Pilots
• Sensor and payload operators
• Visual observers

FIGURE 1 Components of
UAS. (SOURCE: FAA.)

Unmanned
Aircraft
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Commercial applications
of UAS are varied; for
example, the insurance
company State Farm is
testing UAS technologies
to aid in damage
assessment.
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The final regulations, standards, and solutions in
development will address such key challenges as
detect-and-avoid capabilities, command-and-control
data links, frequency spectrum allocation, pilot and
operator qualifications, security, and privacy.

Amazon is famously
exploring the use of UAS
for quick package
delivery.

growth for small UAS from approximately 33,000 in
2016 to more than 542,000 by 2020 (see Figure 2,
below).
UAS are here to stay and therefore need to be
safely integrated into the NAS as quickly as possible.
Safe integration is particularly important for larger
UAS, with their infrastructure needs and greater
impact on safety. Common regulations and standards
are key to ensuring safe operations for all users of the
NAS.

What Are the Challenges?
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FIGURE 2 Projected commercial small UAS fleet.
(SOURCE: FAA Aerospace
Forecast 2016–2036;
www.faa.gov/data_
research/aviation/
aerospace_forecasts/
media/Unmanned_
Aircraft_Systems.pdf.)
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Achieving routine UAS flights in the NAS faces several challenges. Comprehensive rules and standards
for UAS are still in development. Consequently, FAA
has implemented interim policies that treat many
UAS operations within the NAS as exceptions and
that limit the types of flight operations—for example, allowing only daytime flights (see sidebar, page
35.)

u Detect and avoid—UAS developers must
demonstrate the ability to comply with requirements
in sections of Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations. For example, the lack of an onboard pilot
requires an alternate means of compliance with the
rules for operating near other aircraft1 and with the
“see and avoid” provisions of the right-of-way rules.2
Moreover, the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) is still working on the minimum
operating performance standards for detection and
avoidance. A successful detect-and-avoid system will
enable UAS to comply with the requirements.
u Command-and-control links—UAS need reliable and secure command-and-control data links
between the ground station or stations and the
unmanned aircraft. This requires defining standards
and developing and demonstrating secure, technical
solutions to meet the standards.
u Communications frequency spectrum—Allocating a frequency spectrum adequate for commandand-control links and for payload communications is
critical for UAS operations. Achieving this requires
national and international efforts to obtain the appropriate frequencies.
u Pilot–operator qualifications—Pilots, operators, and crew members must be qualified and certified in accordance with appropriate standards for
safe operations in the NAS. Minimum and appropriate certification, training, currency, and testing standards need to be defined for all UAS operations.
u Security—Maintaining security is a priority for
FAA and for other agencies. The ability to mitigate
hostile UAS or threats requires the development and
implementation of countering technologies and
operations.
u Privacy—Concerns about the invasion of privacy by UAS operators raise an important issue to
address. This may include educating operators and
the general public about the benefits and proper use
of UAS, as well as clarifying and enforcing privacy
laws already in effect.

A multitude of state and local laws have been
passed or are being considered that may complicate
the UAS integration process—for example, some
proposals conflict with FAA regulatory authority. The
questions of federal and state or local authority over
1
2

14 CFR Part 91.111(a).
14 CFR Part 91.113(b).
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How to Register an Unmanned Aircraft System
JOSEPH GENI

A

person who has an unmanned aircraft system
(UAS) that weighs between 0.55 and 55
pounds and wants to fly it outdoors must register
it on the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s)
registration website.a A registrant must be at least
13 years of age. Registration costs $5 and is valid for
three years. The registration number assigned at
the conclusion of the registration must be placed
somewhere on the unmanned vehicle.
Registration is important—failure to register
before launching a UAS outdoors can result in civil
and criminal penalties. At the start of registration,
the prospective operator is asked if the flights will
be recreational or commercial. The answer opens
the appropriate online registration portal.
The registration number for a hobbyist applies
to the UAS owner and may be used for every UAS
the registrant owns. The registration number must
be placed somewhere on the UAS. After reading
and understanding all safety guidelines, the registered hobbyist is ready to start. Nevertheless, a hobbyist registration applies only to UAS flights for
hobby purposes; flights for nonhobby purposes
require reregistration of the UAS.b
An applicant registering as a commercial UAS
operator receives a registration number that applies
only to the individual aircraft, not to the registrant

https://registermyuas.faa.gov.
For more details: www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/fly_for_
fun/.

PHOTO: DICK SIJTSMA, FLICKR

The author is
Communications
Specialist,
Aviation Safety,
Unmanned
Aircraft Systems
Integration
Office, Federal
Aviation
Administration,
Washington,
D.C.

All UAS operators, whether hobbyists or commercial
operators, must register their systems with FAA.

a

b

personally—therefore the owner must register each
UAS separately. A UAS registered for nonmodel
purposes can be flown as a hobby. Commercial UAS
flights must comply with FAA’s new rule on small
UAS—called Part 107—which covers a range of
commercial operations, and which takes effect on
August 29, 2016.c
Exceptions are as follows:

For more information, e-mail uashelp@faa.gov
or call 877-396-4636.
For more details about the new rule and tips about how to
fly UAS commercially: www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/
fly_for_work_business/.

c
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u If the aircraft weighs more than 55 pounds,
FAA’s paper registration process is required.
u If the aircraft weighs less than 0.55 pounds, no
registration is required.
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University of Missouri
researchers and
specialists are exploring
agricultural UAS
applications, such as crop
and livestock scouting.
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airspace is under debate; nevertheless, under Congressional mandate, FAA traditionally has held the
final regulatory authority for navigable airspace.3

Who Is Addressing the Challenges?
Many organizations have spent extensive efforts and
resources for more than 15 years to address the challenge of integrating routine UAS operations into the
NAS. The U.S. Congress, FAA, DOD, NASA, standards development organizations, advocacy and
industry groups, and other organizations have
worked on policies, standards, and technologies to
make routine UAS operations a reality.
U.S. Congress
In the periodic FAA reauthorization bills, Congress
has included language specific to UAS—for example,
requesting the development of a comprehensive plan
and the implementation of exemptions for small,
commercial UAS, defined as less than 55 pounds.4
The most recent reauthorization includes changes
to the permitting process, test sites, technologies
evaluation and development, and other initiatives.
In 2009, Congress established the UAS Executive
Committee to address UAS integration. The committee draws on DOD, NASA, DHS, and now the
Departments of Interior, Justice, and Commerce to
“provide federal agencies with a forum to share information, reduce redundancies in UAS research and
development, and resolve policy and procedural
issues on the safe integration of UAS into the nation’s
airspace.”
U.S. Code, Title 49 (Transportation).
Section 333 of Public Law 112, in reference to 49 U.S.C. §
44704.
3

Federal Aviation Administration
Through the UAS Integration Office, FAA “collaboratively develops operating concepts, policies,
requirements, criteria, and procedures for new system evaluations, integration, and implementation of
emerging UAS technologies.” Other FAA units, such
as NextGen, Aviation Safety, Air Traffic, and Air Certification Service, also play key roles in the FAA’s
UAS efforts.
FAA has implemented certificates of authorization, special airworthiness certificates, Section 333
exemptions, and limited certificates to help enable
UAS operations in the NAS. FAA has established six
UAS test sites and a center of excellence to address
research and development. The agency quickly created a system that has registered more than 425,000
people and in March 2016 formed an aviation rulemaking committee that developed recommendations
for UAS operations over people.
This past June, FAA released the long-awaited
small UAS rule, which provides final operational
rules for routine commercial use of small UAS that
weigh less than 55 pounds and for the conduct of
nonhobbyist operations. The rule went into effect in
August and includes specifications for pilots and
operations.
U.S. Department of Defense
As the largest user of UAS, DOD has been a key
player in the policies, technologies, and research
related to UAS integration. DOD units such as the
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition Technology and Logistics, the Policy Board on
Federal Aviation, the armed services, and several
other department groups have engaged in advocacy,
research, and collaboration for several years.
Notable research includes ground-based and airborne sense-and-avoid systems. In 2014, DOD
updated the Airworthiness Certification Criteria handbook,5 a standard for many organizations, to include
criteria for certifying UAS airworthiness.
NASA
NASA has played an important role in much-needed
research and development. The NASA Access 5 and
the Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor
Technology program previously addressed the integration of high-altitude, large UAS. The more recent
UAS in the NAS Project addresses separation assurance, communications, human systems integration,
certification, and integrated testing and evaluation,
to help reduce the safety and operational technical
barriers to routine UAS access to the NAS.

4

5

DOD MIL-HDBK-516.
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Standards Development Organizations
RTCA Special Committees 228 and 203 and ASTM
International’s Committee F38 on Unmanned Aircraft Systems have worked with FAA for several
years on standards for large UAS and for small UAS,
respectively. In the fall of 2015, RTCA Special Committee 228 released interim minimum operational
performance standards for the detect-and-avoid system and for the command-and-control data link.
The final document release is planned for 2016,
after the verification and validation testing of system performance.
Several of the members of the ASTM International committee were a part of FAA’s Small UAS
Aviation Rulemaking Committee that recommended the first small UAS rules in 2008. The final
rule released by FAA in June incorporated many of
the recommendations.
Advocacy and Industry Organizations
AUVSI, the Airline Pilots Association, the National
Business Aviation Association, and other advocacy
and industry groups have worked diligently
through technical forums, rulemaking committees,
Congressional testimony, studies, and other activities to further UAS integration. Commercial manufacturers, operators, and related companies also
have helped to develop technology solutions, providing input to policy and technical forums and
generating viable business plans.
The UAS integration effort has not progressed as
quickly as many would like but continues to make
progress. With a groundswell of support and pressure from industry, Congress, and competing
nations, the U.S. effort has accelerated and has
increased in urgency.

What Are the Next Steps?

tions (see box, page 38, for definitions of these
terms).
The FAA reauthorization includes several
changes, such as creating a risk-based permitting
process for operations, expanding utilization of the
FAA UAS test sites, fostering development of senseand-avoid technology, streamlining permitting for
small UAS, conducting a pilot program to evaluate
counter-UAS technologies, and facilitating the use
of UAS for firefighting operations.
In addition, the U.S. DOT inspector general is
charged with assessing FAA’s registration process,
and FAA must assess compliance and the effectiveness of the system. The reauthorization directs FAA
to establish a government–industry advisory committee on low-altitude UAS traffic management,
and the U.S. DOT to conduct a study on the privacy
implications of UAS. The reauthorization also
requests clarifications of federal, state, and local
authority for regulating UAS.
From a mid- to long-term perspective, NASA is
pursuing the research and development of UAS traffic management technologies in collaboration with
FAA. Plans are for the results involving airspace
integration requirements to be transferred to FAA in
2019 for further testing.
Although media coverage has focused on small
UAS, the integration of larger UAS is important and
arguably has greater implications for infrastructure
and safety. RTCA’s detect-and-avoid and commandand-control data link standards efforts and NASA’s
UAS in the NAS project are helping to address the
integration of large UAS.

A NASA UAS mounted
with an infrared imaging
sensor assisted firemapping efforts over
wildfires in central and
southern California in
2006.
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FAA’s Agenda
The many efforts under way to enable routine UAS
operations in the NAS include near-term implementation and mid- to far-term research. In the
near term, FAA has issued the final rule for small,
commercial UAS, and RTCA is expected to release
the detect-and-avoid and the command-and-control
data link standards soon. FAA continues to approve
exemptions, expand airspace operational boundaries, and work on UAS regulations for visual,
extended visual, and beyond-line-of-sight opera-

PHOTO: ARMSTRONG FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, NASA

In addition, NASA is researching and developing
technologies for UAS traffic management or UTM.
The near-term goal is to develop and demonstrate
a UTM system that could enable operations of small
UAS safely at low altitudes.
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The Operator’s
Relationship to UAS
Terms from the Regulations
Visual line of sight: The operator keeps the
unmanned aircraft in sight at all times.
Extended visual line of sight: The operator
relies on one or more remote observers to
keep the UAS in sight at all times.
Beyond visual line of sight: The operator
relies on instruments in a remote location
to pilot the UAS without keeping it in sight
at all times.

A daylong workshop at
TRB’s 95th Annual
Meeting in 2016 included
a UAS demonstration and
perspectives from FAA,
academic, and industry
representatives.

Other Initiatives
The Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP),
managed by the Transportation Research Board
(TRB), is conducting research related to UAS integration with airports. ACRP has published Report
144, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) at Airports: A
Primer,6 and a project is exploring the evolving laws
affecting airports and UAS operations.7 The UAS subcommittee of the TRB Standing Committee on Airwww.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/173263.aspx.
ACRP Project 11-01/Topic 08-03, http://apps.trb.org/
cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=3909.
6
7

field and Airspace Capacity and Delay is engaging in
technical forums and collaboration with state and
federal UAS-related organizations.
Several commercial companies are moving forward with business plans and technology development. The International Civil Aviation Organization,
a specialized agency of the United Nations, is working toward harmonizing UAS standards and recommended practices worldwide. In addition, the World
Radio Conference is addressing UAS issues in allocating the frequency spectrum.
As routine UAS operations become more widespread and sophisticated, more applications, markets, and capabilities will emerge. At the same time,
new challenges will arise, such as the moral implications of implementing autonomous systems and
artificial intelligence. Nevertheless, the hard work,
persistence, expertise, and collaboration of so many
dedicated people over many years are ensuring that
the benefits of—and future for—routine UAS operations in the NAS remain bright.
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Aviation and Cybersecurity
Opportunities for Applied Research
J O N C . H A A S S , K R I S H N A S A M P I G E T H AYA , A N D V I N C E N T C A P E Z Z U T O

(Above:) Technology is
involved in almost every
step of air travel, from
check-in to baggage claim.

A

viation connects the global community and is
moving more people and payloads faster than
ever. The next decade will experience an
increase in manned and unmanned aircraft and systems
with new features and unprecedented applications.
Cybertechnologies—including software, computer networks, and information technology—are critical and
fundamental to these advances in meeting the needs of
the aviation ecosystem of aircraft, pilots, personnel,
passengers, stakeholders, and society.
Air travelers already are using aviation cybertechnologies when booking tickets, checking in at the airline counter, going through airport security, and
connecting to aircraft cabin Wi-Fi and in-flight entertainment. Many of the advances, however, are “under
the hood”—in the infrastructure of avionics, air traf-

fic control, airlines, and airports—on the ground, airborne, and in space. Cybertechnologies are embedded
in the time-critical fabric that controls and assures aviation operations, safety, and performance.
Despite the great gains achieved and anticipated,
cybertechnologies expose aviation to a dangerous and
costly world of threats. Aviation is no stranger to threats
and has matured to operate amid physical adversities
from nature and mankind. But one century of flight is
not sufficient to master completely the art of managing
the risks threatening safety and performance.
Threats to cybersecurity pose a major challenge—
the unpredictability of an attack makes the risks difficult to understand. In addition, the opportunities for
attacks continually grow as new services and systems
are developed.
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Emerging Cyberrisks

40

An early cyberattack on
the aviation sector
occurred at Worcester
Regional Airport in 1997,
when a teenager
exploited vulnerability in
the telecommunications
service infrastructure.

Simulation studies at hacker conferences have reiterated the feasibility of attacking air traffic control systems with inexpensive equipment. A cyberattack
could show bogus aircraft on the screens of air traffic
controllers and pilots, influencing unsafe actions and
unwarranted performance losses. Moreover, the recent
Germanwings flight allegedly crashed by a suicidal
pilot suggests the potential for insider threats and the
need for improvements in managing the people
entrusted with legitimate access to the system.
Visibility and scale make the aviation industry an
attractive target for malicious actions. A single, seemingly isolated, disruption of aviation—caused, for
example, by a single computer failure, a weatheraffected sector, or a natural disaster near an airport—
can cascade quickly across the system and affect the
economies of a nation and of continents for days to
months. Millions of passengers can be stranded and
inconvenienced worldwide, an enormous financial
loss. Addressing aviation cybersecurity aggressively is
critical.

Aviation Cybersecurity
Although the aviation industry is not alone in fighting cybersecurity threats, the challenges to transportation systems—and specifically to aviation—are
unique. The aviation industry is working to understand cybersecurity threats, risks, and management.
For example, the Aviation Information Sharing
and Analysis Center1 (ISAC) and the second edition
of the Cyber Security Toolkit2 from the International
Aviation Transport Association provide guidance for
airlines and strategic partners about evolving regulations, new attack vectors, and more.
Other efforts include the Cybersecurity Special
Task Force of the International Civil Aviation Organization and the proposed FAA CyberAIR Act,
intended to bridge the gaps in aviation cybersecurity.
The goals include identifying cybersecurity vulner1
2

a-isac.com.
iata.org/publications/.
PHOTO: TERAGEORGE, WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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In 1997, the aviation sector experienced one of the
earliest cyberattacks, when a teenager in Worcester,
Massachusetts, exploited a vulnerability in a local
airport’s telecommunications service infrastructure.
This denial-of-service attack exposed a weakness in
the system—the reliance on an infrastructure’s
unfailing availability.
Recent remote hacking incidents targeting airlines, airports, and air traffic control systems show
that cyberrisks will only grow; airport passport control, crews, airline passengers, and baggage control
systems are frequent targets.
In 2013, more than 75 U.S. airports reported
phishing—e-mails that attempt to defraud users into
revealing financial information. The same year,
Miami International Airport experienced more than
20,000 hack attempts per day, and Los Angeles
World airports blocked almost 60,000 cases of Internet misuse and 2.9 million hacking attempts.
In addition, in 2014, a Tunisian hacker team targeted U.S. airport computer and communications
systems. In the summer of 2015, LOT Polish Airlines
was forced to ground flights at Warsaw airport after
hackers disabled the flight plans for outbound aircraft.
Cyberadvances that have assisted in aviation
operations include commercial technologies, such
as Wi-Fi, GPS, Internet protocols, open-source operating systems, virtualization, and cloud computing.
These have made aviation systems cheaper, faster,
and interoperable worldwide. But these technologies
also have inherent vulnerabilities that can be targeted remotely by cyberadversaries.
Open-source, cheap, and powerful tools that can
exploit vulnerabilities make external cyberattacks
on aviation assets far less complicated. For example,
a White Sands Missile Range test exercise demonstrated that the GPS signals used for navigating an
unmanned aircraft, or drone, can be accessed
remotely to divert the flight onto erroneous paths.
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A LOT Polish Airlines
Boeing 767. In 2015,
hackers disabled flight
plans for outbound LOT
aircraft.

abilities, assessing threats, and finding standard mitigations to manage the risks to the system.

on-time flights or safety metrics; stakeholder businesses; or passengers.
In general, cyberattacks fall into three categories:

Systems and Adversaries
System at Risk
The aviation ecosystem is a complex system of systems—a large number of aircraft and their users are
connected to a global infrastructure composed of
many systems of competing airlines, national air traffic control systems, competing airport systems, aircraft stakeholder businesses, personnel, and
passengers. The ecosystem also includes the natural
environment within which aircraft operate.
Safety, efficiency, capacity, security, and environmental sustainability are key performance goals of
this system. Cyberthreats can degrade these performance goals by compromising a combination of
information, network, Internet, and other elements
of the critical information infrastructure.

Passive listening can reveal sensitive information
or lay the groundwork for more active attacks. The
active transmission of incorrect data, however, can
prompt erroneous and inappropriate reactions from
the targeted system or systems and therefore can
pose the greatest threat.

Embedding Cybersecurity

FAA began using the
Automatic Dependent
Surveillance–Broadcast
system for air traffic
control in 2009.
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The risks, the adversaries, and the pathways for
attacks are similar for a single corporate company or
for a large government agency. Attacks cause losses
within minutes and hours, but the discovery and
response can take days.
Best practices have evolved to reduce this time
gap, but even with best practices, large institutions
can be breached. The adversary is global, persistent,
sufficiently funded and always learning. Defeating
the adversary may be difficult, but focusing on management and approaches that can hinder an attacker
long enough for a response could be feasible.
Cybersecurity is not yet as embedded as reliability into the design life cycle of aviation systems. Typical aviation system concerns—such as safety, flight
performance, environmental impact, fuel efficiency,
and airspace security—are alien to the world of

IMAGE: FAA

Who Is the Adversary?
An adversary can be classified according to motivation, resources, target, attack vectors, and other characteristics. Adversaries by motivation and resources
commonly include amateurs, hacktivists, criminals,
insiders, spies, and terrorists.
An adversary may directly target any system asset,
including ground-based systems, aircraft, or satellites, via vulnerabilities in network connectivity, software, hardware, and human-in-the-loop processes.
The adversary also can compromise the integrity,
authenticity, confidentiality, and availability of data.
Furthermore, an adversary may target a single component—part of the air traffic control system; a performance goal of the aviation ecosystem, such as

u Passive—the adversary simply listens and
observes;
u Active—the adversary transmits signals or data
and receives responses; and
u A passive–active combination.
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A technician rewires and
installs telecommunications equipment at the
Chicago En Route Center
in Aurora, Illinois. The
scale of interconnected
technology in aviation
makes the industry a
target for hackers.

Combatting Cyberrisks

cybersecurity. In designing a system to protect aircraft data, do programmers consider how a pilot or
an aircraft mechanic would use the system? Is a
cybersecure system able to perform in an aircraft
emergency?
Similarly, the concepts of cybersecurity may be
alien to aviation professionals. Pilots today often
carry an electronic tablet containing their flight kit
into the cockpit. What security precautions are
appropriate for connecting the tablet to the avionics
system?
The trade-offs are complex when considering ease
of use, safety, performance, cost, and on-time departures with last-minute crew changes. Adding cybersecurity concerns to the design, deployment, and
upgrading of modern aviation systems will increase
the cost and complexity of slow processes already
heavily regulated. Cyberadversaries are not encumbered by these same rules and timescales.
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Combating aviation cyberrisk requires segregating
the intended function of each system and analyzing
the criticality of a threat to each component. For
example, communicating air traffic control data to a
controller separating in-flight aircraft is an intended
function distinct from the collection of passenger
manifests and credit card information for ticket payments. But if all these data are uploaded to a cloud
platform, an attack on that data could create a timesensitive and life-threatening situation.
Proactively addressing security threats to the most
safety-critical systems requires the expertise of the
user community—air traffic controllers, maintenance technicians, pilots, and security experts—to
identify and rate the potential risks and to focus the
mitigation options on the most critical issues. In
building systems that address security concerns, the
design must allow for security upgrades as part of the
natural life cycle; this requires a continuous review
of threats and a secure funding stream to implement
mitigating strategies.
In the aviation environment, many resilient elements within systems decrease the likelihood of an
event. For example, a remote takeover of an air transport aircraft would require intimate knowledge of
the systems and the ability to defeat checks built into
the onboard avionics. Nevertheless, radio frequency
(RF) links into the aircraft may provide a possible
point of entry for the introduction of malware
attacks. Many of these links—but not all—are considered strong and robust and may limit the opportunity to jam or spoof the signals without detection.
Weak RF links in the system include the Global
Navigation Satellite System signal that provides critical navigation information to the pilot and transmits
data to air traffic controllers via an onboard Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B).
An independent validation process has been
designed to address some of the threats to these
data—secondary means are needed to validate the
aircraft’s location.
This secondary validation gives the pilot or controller the opportunity to confirm the integrity of the
aircraft’s position, inserting a pause into the decision
process and arming the operator with knowledge
about a possible exploit. Although this helps to mitigate the data security risk, the stress increases with the
involvement of weather or other factors—the crew
must decide which system to trust if the systems do
not agree. Not all pathways to mitigation are ideal.
RF links are only one of many systems that
require continued investigation of all the cybersecurity implications. Security must be designed into the
system as part of the ongoing life cycle, allowing for

appropriate responses to known risks and for the
flexibility to detect and prevent “unknown
unknowns” from crippling the aviation system.

Standards and Best Practices

DTFACT-16-R-00037.
GAO-15-370.
5 DO-356.
3
4

In-flight Wi-Fi and other
passenger services also
are vulnerable to
cyberattack.

Research and Development
FAA’s recent call for proposals on cybersecurity measures is a step in the right direction for investigating
and recommending solutions to some of the known
weak links in proposed communication systems.
These include research into the impact of larger volumes of UAS traffic and increased reliance on computer-to-computer signaling for decisions from
aircraft spacing to weather avoidance.
Other areas for investigation include privacy
issues involving access to the precise positioning and
identification of air traffic in real time. Satellite-based
systems can be exploited for communication channels, and positioning system signals can be delayed,
altered, or blocked.
Vulnerabilities are not in the avionics systems
only. Crews, their authentication, security practices
for devices, route planning, and integration in the
cockpit present areas to address. The insider threat,
described in more detail in the article on page 44, can
never be solved via technology alone.
Airports and airlines are an increasingly complex
system of industrial control systems, from lighting to
baggage handling to maintenance, in addition to passenger manifests, cargo information, and flight planning. As society increasingly relies on electronic
devices, the security of the Airport of Things is ripe
for definition and understanding.
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently
issued a call for proposals on aircraft systems information security and protection measures.3 The call
responded to a 2015 breach and a Government
Accountability Office report4 pointing to cybersecurity concerns for increasingly electronically enabled
planes and airports—both indications of the need for
better cybersecurity standards and practices in the
industry.
A comprehensive framework for preventing
cybersecurity threats is in development, based on
the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
best practices for FAA’s next-generation aviation system, NextGen. In addition to these steps, significant
new work and research are needed to design, test,
and deploy more cybersecure systems. In the United
States, the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics has published a document, Airworthiness
Security Methods and Considerations,5 offering guidance on information security for continued airworthiness; these concepts will have an impact on the
NextGen systems.
The Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis
Center serves as a clearinghouse for best practices
from industry and academia in addressing individual systems, as well as the encompassing environment. Airlines are racing to provide services to
passengers, flight support for crew, and more efficient tools for diagnostics and maintenance. The
cybersecurity of these initiatives may not be keeping pace with the rush to the competitive marketplace.
The new cybersecurity systems being deployed
not only must address current threats but must anticipate the need to address current and possible future
threats that were not part of earlier designs. The aviation systems in development for flight control, position, and automatic pilot capabilities must include
integrity checks, authentication mechanisms, and
privacy-preserving capabilities. Any communication
system in the aviation industry must be considered
for its potential to be blocked, spoofed, intercepted,
and possibly altered in a way that may look correct
but is dangerously wrong.
The best practices to identify, protect, monitor,
mitigate, and update should become the framework
for each stage of new system designs and upgrades.

PHOTO: KONSTANTINOS KOUKOPOULOS
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Understanding the Human Element
Preventing Insider Threats and Betrayals
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I

n addition to the technical challenges for cybersecurity, aviation faces human challenges involving insider threats leading to betrayals of trust.
Common examples include the unauthorized modification of hardware, software, and information and
the unauthorized transmittal of information.
The human intentions behind betrayals range
from the most admirable to the most despicable. Scientific research on deterring, minimizing, and managing these human challenges goes back more than
100 years and has covered betrayals of trust, such as
the varieties of sabotage and espionage. Although
developed before and during the advent of a cyberworld with commercial aviation, the findings still
apply to the selection, training, and management of
people to whom trust may be, is, and has been given.
The findings also apply to contemporary best practice in understanding how someone given trust can
violate that trust.

Distinguishing Loyalty
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What kinds of people are trustworthy and what
kinds are not? This question assumes that people
can be sorted into kinds and that one kind may be
trustworthy and another not. The question also
assumes that trustworthiness is a discrete state or
condition and does not vary in quantity and quality.
Nevertheless, research has focused on implied psychological characteristics and explicit behaviors that
are presumably linked to trust or its opposite. The

Human behavioral
research gives insights
into how trust is
given, received, and
maintained.

presumption is that trustworthy people are of sound
mind, loyal, motivated to comply with appropriate
expectations, devoid of significant worry, respectful of
others, and without a significant history of violations
of trust. Untrustworthy people are presumed to be
the converse and perhaps also may be in financial
jeopardy, harboring ideologies that encourage violations of trust, under the exploitation or coercion of
others, and attracted to violating the rules.
But this line of thinking has flaws, even if sufficient information is collected to bestow or not to
bestow trust on someone. A person of sound mind
may be more adept at betraying trust, as may someone who is loyal—for example, a loyal person may
believe that others are being disloyal and that by
being disloyal he or she actually may rectify the disloyalty of others, perhaps by acting as a whistleblower or savior, although not from the perspective
of the law. Significant financial jeopardy might lead
a person to be extremely loyal if disloyalty can lead
to loss of the job. An attraction to violating the rules
may remain a fantasy or a source of catharsis and may
reinforce behavioral loyalty.
Identifying loyal and disloyal people raises other
difficulties. The same information may have a different interpretation for different people in the same
or different situations. People may vary over time in
degree of loyalty. In a typical selection system, people rejected for being hypothetically untrustworthy
are not put in situations and are not tracked to identify whether the rejection was appropriate.

Training for Trust
In training people to whom trust has been given, the
two main approaches focus on the skill and the motivation to perform well. The skill of performance
relates to trustworthiness only to the extent that the
skilled performance facilitates or impedes trustworthy behavior. For example, knowing how to perform
a job well can lead to job satisfaction—or to dissatisfaction, if the skilled performance is not matched
by advancements in rank or salary. Not knowing how
to perform well might lead to a fear of betraying trust
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Managing Trust

Best Practice
Psychology suggests that understanding people in contexts and in ongoing processes instead of pinpointing
psychological characteristics best facilitates an understanding of why people violate trust and of how to
manage a betrayal. Although a person may have predisposing psychological characteristics, these characteristics interact with—and may make more
likely—some acute situational stressor.
The resulting dysphoria may spiral into everincreasing severity, leading a person to do whatever is
necessary to remove, delete, or minimize the dysphoria—including a decision to betray trust. Often
enough, other people—friends, family, coworkers—
turn out to know that something was amiss but did not
divulge the suspicion. Having a program in place to
turn oneself in after a betrayal—a controversial
approach—may deter an individual from continuing to
betray until apprehended.

Training that links
the individual
with a larger
group—an
organization—
can deter the
betrayal of trust
via cyberattack or
other means.
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Anecdotal data suggest that most people will not betray
trust immediately. Research affirms that people must be
treated right on an ongoing basis. Right treatment continues to inculcate the belief that a person is special and
part of a special organization. The basics of human
resource management advocate respectful and dignified
treatment, generous pay, kudos for doing the right thing
or for exceeding expectations, and maintaining a taskefficient and appealing work environment within the
constraints of the organization.
Rewards for good behavior are preferable to punishment for bad behavior, not because of ethical or
moral qualms about punishment, but because of the
difficulties in using a punishment effectively. These
difficulties include consistency of application, knowing how the punishment is perceived, how often it
leads to covering up instead of preventing violations,
how easily it can be misused and corrupted, and knowing whether the person punished has the capability
and behavioral repertoire to change.
In managing people to minimize betrayals of trust,
a major challenge is that people differ in their rationales for doing what is right—to avoid punishment, to
receive a reward, to do what others seem to be doing,
to do what society seems to dictate, to do what seems
right according to personal values, or to comply with
some notion of universal values.
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and losing the job or to a festering sense of inferiority
that might be resolved through violating trust.
Training often focuses on skill much more than on
motivation, but motivation may be more significant in
terms of trust. Motivation-related training deters the
betrayal of trust by focusing on the unique and special
benefits of the organization and on the special privilege
of being part of that. Harming the organization then
becomes self-harm, and betraying trust could not be
seen as helping anyone.
An important component of training is to introduce a culture that tolerates well-meaning mistakes
and that rewards people for divulging the mistakes
that they or others have made. Data suggest that the
probability of a betrayal of trust can be decreased by
persuading people not to self-protect to maintain an
ideal impression for others and not to disparage anyone for pointing out an error or infraction.
Nonetheless, the impediments to this culture are
well recognized and significant. Too often, the “all for
one, and one for all” of The Three Musketeers or the e
pluribus unum of the United States can become a hollow motto.
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Airline Consolidation
Monopoly Power or Mature Industry?
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(Above:) Dulles
International Airport at
dawn. Since deregulation
in 1978, the domestic
airline industry has seen
many changes, from the
entry of low-cost carriers
to fare wars.

M

ore than 35 years ago, domestic airline
deregulation in the United States opened
an era of fierce airline competition that
yielded tremendous value for most consumers. Air
fares declined, service choices increased in many markets, and the number of passengers traveling by air
grew for decades as airlines competed for their business.
Between 1978 and 2015, the number of annual
domestic and international passenger enplanements—
that is, passengers boarding an aircraft—grew by about
260 percent on U.S. passenger airlines, to 787 million
(Figure 1, page 47). Yet this period was tumultuous for
the airlines—fare wars occurred periodically. Airlines
sought to increase market share through mergers and
acquisitions, and some operated under bankruptcy
for lengthy periods. Meanwhile, a new class of competitor emerged and grew stronger—the low-cost carrier, typified by Southwest Airlines.
After decades of uneven earnings and the occasional headline-grabbing loss or bankruptcy, the U.S.
airline industry today appears to be stabilizing.

Although enplanements increased by 9 percent
between 2005 and 2015, this 10-year growth rate
represents a decline from the rate of 31 percent for
the 10 years before 2005, as shown in Figure 1. After
a series of mergers, four major airlines remain—
American, Delta, Southwest, and United—and several smaller competitors occupy market niches based
on cost and service quality.

Market Power Concerns
Market concentration in the U.S. airline industry
today raises concerns about the airlines having too
much market power, undoing the benefits that consumers have gained in the past three decades. In
2015, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced an investigation into possible collusion
by major U.S. airlines to limit capacity and competition. Nevertheless, DOJ had allowed five major airline mergers in the past 11 years, despite expressing
concerns in some of the cases. The challenge to the
merger of American and US Airways, for example,
was settled, and the merger proceeded.

MIT Airline Data Project 2014, USDOT Form 41, via
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS).
2 MIT Airline Data project, USDOT Form 41, via BTS, Schedule P6, P52, and T2. Note that airline unit costs can be
adjusted for many factors, such as stage length. The adjustments will change the magnitude of Southwest’s cost advantage over the legacy carriers in 1995 and 2014, but will not
change the general conclusion of a significantly narrowed
cost advantage.
1

FIGURE 1 U.S. commercial air carriers, mainline and regional, systemwide revenue passenger enplanements and 10-year growth rate,
1978–2015. (SOURCE: BTS, Forms 41 and 298-C.)
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FIGURE 2 Inflation-adjusted average fare for U.S. domestic itineraries
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Scope of Consolidation
During the late 1990s, new entrants and the growth
of low-cost air carriers contributed to the mergers
and liquidation of many so-called legacy carriers.
Led by Southwest Airlines, the low-cost carriers
exploited their substantial cost advantage and grew
consistently, despite fierce competition.
In the 2000s, recessions, high oil prices, and conflicts—including the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq—accelerated these patterns. From November 2001 to
November 2011, nearly every major legacy carrier
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, and a few
low-cost carriers gained significant market shares.
The bankruptcies spurred massive consolidation
in the U.S. airline industry. Northwest Airlines

TWA, acquired by
American Airlines in 2001
after three bankruptcies,
is one of many nowdefunct domestic airline
brands.

Prices
Too much market power could allow airlines to
increase prices above what would occur in a competitive market. After many years of declines in real
airfares, the average inflation-adjusted airfare for U.S.
domestic itineraries increased by 14 percent from
the low point in 2009 (Figure 2, below, right).
Airlines also have increased prices by introducing
new fees and surcharges not included in the fare data
and often not fully transparent to consumers. Certain
fees have long been common, such as for ticket
changes, cancellations, or extra checked bags. More

1997

The concerns expressed by DOJ and others have
centered around five aspects of the U.S. airline industry: scope of consolidation, prices, output, profits,
and market barriers.

1996

Stage length—The length or distance of a
flight from takeoff to landing.

1995

Available seat miles (ASM)—The number of
seats, empty or filled, on an aircraft multiplied
by the distance traveled by that aircraft. For
example, an aircraft with 150 seats traveling
500 miles equals 75,000 ASM.

10-Year Growth of Systemwide Enplanements

Revenue passenger miles (RPM)—The number of paying passengers on board an aircraft
multiplied by the distance traveled by that aircraft. For example, 100 passengers flying 500
miles equals 50,000 RPM.

merged with Delta Air Lines, Continental merged
with United, and low-cost carrier America West
acquired and merged with US Airways and a few
years later, with American. Even Southwest merged
with low-cost carrier Air Tran, which previously had
merged with ValuJet. By 2015, the four dominant
U.S. carriers produced more than 70 percent of the
revenue passenger miles and carried 85 percent of
passengers (1).1
The bankruptcy reorganizations and mergers
allowed the legacy airlines to shed pension obligations, debt, and other costs, reducing the advantage
held by the low-cost carriers. In 1995, before widespread restructuring, Southwest’s operating cost per
available seat mile (ASM) was 22.9 percent lower
than that of the legacy carriers, but by 2014, that
advantage had narrowed to 11.2 percent (1).2
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the pressure to pursue market share by flooding the
system with capacity.

Billions of Dollars of
Ancillary Revenue, 2014

$5.9
$4.7

$3.2
$1.9

Delta

Southwest

FIGURE 3 Total 2014 ancillary revenue for top four
U.S. airlines (2).

recently, however, new fees have become firmly
entrenched in the industry, such as fuel surcharges,
early check-in, on-board meals, preferential seating
or boarding, receiving seat assignments before checkin, baggage handling, and more; these generate significant revenue for most airlines (Figure 3, above).
By one measure, fees in 2014 accounted for 8 percent
to 15 percent of total U.S. airline revenue (2) and are
projected to continue growth in 2015.3
Output
Reductions in the growth rate of airline output—typically measured in ASM (Figure 4, below, left)—support claims of undue market power. Despite a growing
economy and falling oil prices, ASM growth declined
recently, reflecting a major change in airline behavior.
For decades, to gain market share, airlines
focused on increasing ASM at the first sign of economic expansion. But continuing to fill flights at
higher fares requires a restriction on output. With
airline consolidation, the major airlines are less concerned about competition and entry; this has reduced
3 www.ideaworkscompany.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/
11/Press-Release-103-Global-Estimate.pdf.
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FIGURE 4 U.S. commercial air carriers’ domestic ASM and 5-year
growth rate, 1978–2015. ( SOURCE: BTS, Forms 41 and 298-C.)
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Market Barriers
Slot controls and gate restrictions can limit airline
market access. In addition, domestic airline markets
worldwide are commonly protected from foreign
competition. In the United States, this is primarily
based on two restrictions. The first is the prohibition
on the transportation of passengers by foreign-owned
airlines between any two points within the United
States. For example, British Airways can sell tickets
for flights from New York to London, but not from
New York to Las Vegas. The second restriction is that
a U.S. airline cannot have more than 25 percent ownership by foreign nationals, and U.S. citizens must
effectively control the airline’s management.
This protection of domestic markets, combined
with the bilateral air-service agreements between
countries that further define airlines by nationality,
has prevented the emergence of multinational airline
corporations. Code sharing, alliances, and joint ventures are ways to increase coordination between
international airlines, but these arrangements do not
introduce foreign competition into the U.S. domestic airline market (see sidebar on international airline
competition, page 52).

2010

American

2009

United

Profits
The U.S. airline industry that emerged from the Great
Recession a few years ago is greatly changed. The
term “legacy airline” is obsolete, replaced by the
more apt “network airline” to describe the hub-andspoke structure. In 2010, domestic airlines began an
unprecedented 6-year string of profitability that is
expected to continue in 2016. North American carriers now generate the largest share of global airline
profits (Figure 5, below, right).

-$25
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FIGURE 5 Systemwide global commercial airlines net profit by region,
2008–2016. (DATA SOURCE: International Air Transport Association.)
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AIRBUS777,

A British Airways Airbus
A380 at Dulles
International Airport in
Virginia. Foreign-owned
airlines can only sell
flights between a foreign
country and a U.S. city,
not between two U.S.
cities.

Foreign competition is taken for granted in the
automobile industry, for example. The market protections in the airline industry, however, preclude
foreign competition from becoming an effective
counterweight to the creation of excessive domestic
market power.

about market power, but the unbundling of the cost
of the airline product into separate fees for services
is not by itself a concern.
Airlines have long charged fees to customers for
certain services, such as checking multiple bags. Airlines also use these fees to build brand loyalty by
waiving the fees for frequent customers. A complete
analysis of the ancillary fees paid with the base fares
is needed to understand the full price of air travel for
consumers and the extent to which ancillary fees
reflect airline market power.

Confounding Factors
As the airline industry has become more concentrated, concerns about market power have increased,
but some of the patterns causing the concerns have
alternative explanations. Understanding these alternative explanations of prices, network efficiencies,
demand, and profits is essential for effective government policy in this area.

PHOTO: FLICKR

Airlines have introduced
or increased fees in many
aspects of flying, such as
checked baggage.
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Prices
Although average fares have increased in recent
years, the extent to which airlines are exercising
increased pricing power is unclear. Adjusted for
inflation, fares are lower today than in 1995,
although most of the decline in fares occurred before
the last round of consolidation in the late 2000s.
Some of the increase in fares since 2009, shown in
Figure 2, could be a rebound from the Great Recession, similar to the brief increase in fares in the late
1990s.
The emergence of the Internet as the primary distribution system for airline tickets has increased price
transparency for consumers. Fares have become the
primary basis for consumer decisions on air transportation, and the ability to search for the lowest
fare across available times, routes, and airlines has
increased price competition.
New ancillary fees have complicated the process
for determining the full price of a flight. The way that
fees are revealed to consumers may raise concerns

Network Efficiencies
The reduction in the growth rate of airline output, as
illustrated in Figure 4, is explained in part by the
higher costs of fuel, labor, and improved network
efficiencies. As oil prices increased in the mid-2000s
and again after the Great Recession, airlines trimmed
marginal flights as operating costs increased—a reasonable response.
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Airline consolidation
caused service reductions
at some hub airports,
such as Cincinnati–
Northern Kentucky
International.

Consolidation and network efficiency improvements made some airline hub airports redundant
and too costly to maintain. Airports such as Cincinnati–Northern Kentucky International Airport
(CVG) experienced service reductions as networks
were restructured. Before merging, Delta Air Lines
and Northwest Airlines operated a total of 5,560
departures at CVG during June 2002.
After its 2005 bankruptcy, Delta undertook a
series of reductions in service at CVG, and these continued through the merger with Northwest Airlines
in 2008 to 2009 and the Great Recession. By June
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Demand
Another alternative explanation for the reductions in
the growth rate of output is the idea of market saturation. At the time of deregulation in 1978, flying was
much less common, with 0.9 domestic enplanements
per capita. By 2010, enplanements per capita had
risen to 2.0 (Figure 6, below, left).
Although lower fares and population growth will
continue to stimulate demand, increases in the
amount of air travel per capita may not match historical growth rates. For leisure travel, individuals
and families can accommodate only so much air
travel in a year (3). Additional research on the
demand for domestic business travel may reveal similar constraints. For example, consider the transformation, begun in the 20th century, of many U.S
industries from primarily regional to nationwide
operations; as this transformation runs its course,
growth rates of domestic business enplanements may
decline relative to GDP and population growth.
Finally, changes in the U.S. income distribution
across the portion of the population that typically
travels by air offer yet another explanation for reductions in the growth rate of airline output. Allocating
more of the growth in GDP, as income, to a smaller
fraction of the flying population may have reduced
the growth in enplanements. The extent to which a
smaller fraction of the population will choose to consume additional air transportation is limited and
would yield less growth in the demand for air transportation relative to what might be expected, given
the increases in GDP and in population.
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2014, the merged Delta Air Lines was performing
fewer than 1,000 flight departures at CVG.4 The
reductions also contributed to a decline in service to
small communities (see sidebar, page 54).
Other hubs that also have experienced reductions
in operations by their primary airline include Cleveland Hopkins International Airport and Pittsburgh
International Airport. In many of these cases, some
of the routes abandoned by the primary carrier were
subsequently flown by a mix of other carriers.
Although these changes have reduced airline output
at some airports in terms of flights, seats, and direct
destinations, the challenge is to distinguish the network changes that produce efficiency gains from the
monopoly reductions in output that harm consumers in the aggregate.

FIGURE 6 U.S. domestic enplanements per capita, 1975–2015. ( SOURCE: U.S. Census
Bureau, U.S. resident population; BTS, Forms 41 and 298-C, domestic enplanements.)

Profits and Efficiency
Driven largely by competitive pressures and fluctuating fuel prices, airlines have made improvements
in their productivity in the past 15 years. From 2000
4

BTS, T-100 segment data, departures performed.
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Passengers at Dallas–Fort
Worth International
Airport. Demographics
and income distribution
also affect the growth of
enplanements.

to 2014, the productivity of network airline employees, measured in ASM per full-time equivalent (FTE)
employee, increased 38 percent, while the total number of FTE employees decreased by 18 percent.5 During the same period, the number of passengers rose
by 8 percent.
Even as the number of passengers increased, airlines reduced the number of flights. Between 2004
and 2014, U.S. domestic flights declined by 16 percent.6 Between 2000 and 2014, the average load factor—the percentage of available seats sold—rose
from 73 to 84 percent, improving asset utilization
and reducing the marginal cost of transporting passengers.7 Recent airline profits may reflect a favorable
business environment combined with efficiency
gains rather than a fundamental change in market
power. Record profits have occurred before but never
have been sustained.

Reaching a Balance

5 MIT Airline Data Project, U.S. DOT Form 41 data, fulltime-equivalent employees per ASM.
6 MIT Airline Data Project, U.S. DOT Form 41 data, annual
domestic departures.
7 MIT Airline Data Project, U.S. DOT Form 41 DOT data,
annual load factor.

Authors’ Note
The contents of this article reflect the views of the
authors and MITRE Corporation and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) or the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT). Neither FAA nor U.S. DOT
makes any warranty or guarantee, expressed or
implied, concerning the content or accuracy of these
views.
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Market power is not either–or but a continuum in
which the line between limited market power that
benefits consumers and excessive market power that
harms consumers is often difficult to establish. The
U.S. airline industry has experienced a decade and a
half of dramatic restructuring that has reduced the

number of large national network airlines to four.
This has likely increased the opportunity for excessive market power.
The underlying factors that forced the restructuring and the expected efficiency gains that substantiated the merger approvals, however, have
contributed to industry patterns of prices, output,
and profits that may be misinterpreted as excessive
market power. Untangling these causes and effects is
a continuing challenge for government policy makers striving to reach a balance between industry
health and consumer protection.
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Open Skies and Alliances
Some Issues in International Airline Competition
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(Above:) SkyTeam is a
global airline alliance
of Delta, Air France–
KLM, and others.

N

ations historically have placed regulatory
restrictions on the number of airlines that
may provide international air service, as
well as on the number of flights and on the fares.
Open Skies agreements between the United States
and various countries worldwide started with a 1992
agreement with the Netherlands and have removed
many of these regulatory restrictions.
The Open Skies agreements, however, do not
allow one country’s airline to carry air traffic that
originates and terminates within the boundaries of
another country—a practice called cabotage. Air
France, for example, may not carry passengers whose
trips originate and end within the United States. The
Open Skies agreements also do not lift restrictions on
foreign ownership of airlines. For example, U.S.-

based carriers may have no more than 25 percent foreign ownership, and foreign controlling interest on
their governing boards may not exceed 49 percent.

Alliances and Protections
To expand the reach of their networks worldwide,
international airlines have formed marketing joint
ventures, known as alliances. In an alliance, each
airline markets seats on flights operated by a partner
to form travel itineraries on the routes in the agreement. Schedules list these itineraries once by each
airline with its own flight number and two-letter
code. Known as code-sharing, this practice allows
airlines to market flights to destinations served by a
partner without having to operate the full route itself.
For example, Delta Airlines and Air France are
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members of the SkyTeam alliance. Delta flies to Paris
but not to Toulouse, France. As a SkyTeam member,
Delta may market a connecting flight from Atlanta to
Toulouse that pairs a Delta flight from Atlanta to
Paris with an Air France flight from Paris to
Toulouse. Delta customers will book tickets with
Delta and see a Delta flight number and code on
both flight segments of the itinerary, even though Air
France operates the Paris-to-Toulouse flight.
As of 2016, most large international airlines have
joined one of three global alliances:

that Open Skies agreements are intended to promote
fair competition, but if some airlines are allowed to follow lower labor standards they can cut costs and fares.
NAI has since offered to base crews for trans-Atlantic
flights in the United States and Europe. In April 2016,
U.S. DOT tentatively approved NAI’s application; the
final decision is pending.
Government Subsidies
The Persian Gulf states airlines are state-owned—the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) owns Emirates and Etihad, and Qatar owns Qatar Airways. These airlines
are expanding globally and have placed noteworthy
orders with manufacturers for wide-body aircraft.
In various public filings, major U.S. airlines have
claimed that the Gulf airlines have received billions
of dollars in subsidies from their governments and
that these subsidies are distorting competition in
favor of the Gulf carriers. The Gulf airlines have
countered that the major U.S. airlines also have
received billions of dollars in subsidies from the U.S.
government—for example, through bankruptcy filings.
The Open Skies agreements between the United
States and UAE and Qatar state that each country
shall allow fair and equal opportunity for airlines of
both parties to compete, and if prices are artificially
low because of direct or indirect governmental subsidy or support, the accusing country shall request
consultations and notify the other party of the reasons for its dissatisfaction as soon as possible. Neither side has yet pursued this course of action.

u SkyTeam, with 20 members, including Delta
and Air France–KLM;
u Star, with 28 members, including United,
Lufthansa, and Air Canada; and
u oneworld, with 15 members, including American and British Airways.

Under authority granted by the U.S. Congress,
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has
granted immunity from the U.S. antitrust laws to airlines within alliances. This antitrust immunity allows
partners in an alliance to act as a single entity for
competitive purposes and to coordinate fares, schedules, and other competitively sensitive matters for
the routes in their alliance agreement. As a result, the
carriers in each of the three alliances control 67 percent of all seats on international flights to and from
the United States, and more than 100 other airlines
share the remaining 33 percent.a

Interior of an Emirates
Boeing 777. Like other
airlines in the Persian
Gulf, Emirates is stateowned.

Two ongoing matters of interest in the context of
Open Skies agreements involve airlines not in the
three alliances.

a OAG; schedule data for 2015 on seats across all nonstop
flights with either origin or destination in the United
States.
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Labor Standards
The Norwegian low-cost airline Norwegian Air Shuttle began long-haul flights to Thailand and the
United States in 2013, with flight crews based in
Thailand. The company formed Norwegian Air
International Limited (NAI) in Ireland in 2013,
which allows it to benefit from European Union traffic rights and to operate outside the purview of Norway’s labor laws.
In February 2014, NAI applied to U.S. DOT for a
foreign air airline permit under Open Skies. American,
Delta, and United have contested the permit, claiming
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Matters of Interest
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The Tail End of Competition
Decline in Small Community Service
PA U L A U S S E N D O R F
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(Above:) Colorado
Springs Airport is one
of several regional
airports that have
experienced a
significant loss in
commercial carrier
flights.

S

ince deregulation in 1978, airlines have decided
where in the United States they want to operate, how often they want to fly there, the type
of aircraft used, and how much to charge. Although
airline deregulation has increased competition and
lowered fares, many small communities have lost
service. Regional airlines generally provide service to
small communities under contract or in partnership
with larger network airlines such as Delta Air Lines,
United Airlines, or American Airlines.
In recent years, air service has concentrated at
larger airports, accelerating a decline in service to
small communities. Small communities are losing
not only air service but access to other transportation
modes. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), between 2005 and 2010, an estimated 3.5 million rural residents lost access to
intercity public transportation by air, bus, ferry, or
rail. Although the proportion of rural residents covered by airline service remained at 72 percent during
that period, the number of rural residents with air
service as their only mode of transportation more

than doubled, from 2.6 million in 2005 to 5.5 million
in 2010.

Market Forces
Since 2007, airline capacity constraints have resulted
in a decline in the number of flights and seats offered
at nearly all sizes of airports (Figure 1, page 55). In
recent years, according to a 2013 study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), network airlines have shifted a growing percentage of their small
community service to regional airlines (1). Another
2013 MIT study noted that the mainline airlines had
reduced the total amount of capacity for which they
contract by eliminating point-to-point service between
nearby smaller airports; this reduced the level and frequency of service provided to small communities (2).
Market forces, including higher fuel prices, airline
consolidation, possible pilot shortages, and shifting
population centers have contributed to the concentration of passenger activity and to the reduction in
service to smaller communities (3). By 2012, the 29
largest U.S. airports—called large hubs—handled
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Ensuring Access to Air Service
To ensure that the industry would continue to provide small community air service after deregulation,
Congress created the Essential Air Service and, in
2002, the Small Community Air Service Development Program under U.S. DOT. Although the two
programs differ in approach and funding levels, both
have received criticism for ineffectiveness.
The Government Accountability Office and
others therefore have suggested that U.S. DOT and
small communities explore other forms of air service
or other modes of transportation that might improve
service to some communities at less cost. For example, a multimodal approach—bus service to larger
airports or air taxi service to connect communities

PHOTO: CARIBB, FLICKR

more than 70 percent of all passenger activity. The
price of jet fuel had more than quadrupled from 2002
through 2012. As a result, by 2012, fuel costs had
become airlines’ single largest expense—nearly 30
percent of airline operating costs. Fuel prices have
since declined, but airlines already had eliminated
smaller, less fuel-efficient planes.
Since 2007, six domestic network and two lowcost airlines have consolidated into four major airlines—the United States today has fewer major
airlines than at any time since deregulation. By 2013,
approximately 85 percent of U.S. passengers traveled on one of these four airlines (4).
In addition, staffing shortages, particularly for
pilots at regional airlines, are affecting the ability to
provide consistent service to smaller markets. Finally,
the population in many areas, especially in the Midwest and Great Plains states, declined between 1980
and 2010. Travelers in small communities near larger
cities and larger airports may choose to drive to the
larger city airports for better service and lower fares,
decreasing local demand.

with airports—may offer better alternatives than air
service options only. Additional study of these alternatives and of their effectiveness in providing mobility to small communities is needed.

Passengers board a
regional jet for
Minneapolis–St. Paul
International Airport.
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FIGURE 1 Percentage
change in number of
flights and available
seats by airport category, from 2007
through 2013 (3).
[Note: The term “hub”
in federal law identifies commercial service
airports by passenger
boardings, grouped
into four categories (49
USC 47102). Most of
the remaining airports
that qualify for federal
funding are commercial service nonprimary
airports.]
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Enhancing Runway Safety Areas at
San Francisco International Airport
Research Tools Inform Decision Making and Compliance

This article includes contributions from John
Bergener, Bureau of Planning & Environmental
Affairs, San Francisco
International Airport.

L

anding and takeoff overruns, undershoots,
and veer-offs account for most of the accidents
that occur on or near an airport runway. Conditions at the airport may contribute significantly to
the probability and to the severity of the accidents.
Runway safety areas (RSAs) improve the safety of airplanes and can turn potential accidents into minor
incidents.

PHOTO: T. F. GREEN AIRPORT

EDITOR’S NOTE: Much of
the information in this
article derives from an
Airport Cooperative
Research Program
(ACRP) publication,
“Improving the Safety of
Runway Safety Areas,”
released in the ACRP
Impacts on Practice
series, October 2015,
and available at
www.trb.org/ACRP/
Blurbs/173761.aspx.

Problem
Under normal conditions, RSAs should be capable of
supporting aircraft without causing damage to the
vehicle or injury to the passengers. In the 1960s, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) introduced
new design standards that increased the size of RSAs
to reduce the severity of aircraft incidents. U.S. airports were required to comply with these standards
and to improve RSAs by the end of 2015.
Many of the runways at airports built before the
1960s did not match the new dimensions for RSAs;
in addition, terrain and environmental conditions at
some airports made the extension of RSAs impractical. These facilities therefore needed to improve their
runways’ safety in other ways. FAA has worked
closely with airports to meet as many of the RSA
requirements as possible.

Installation of an engineered materials arrestor
system at the end of a runway was part of an
improvement program at T. F. Green Airport in
Rhode Island.

duced a methodology for the risk assessment of
RSAs. Risk assessments are used to predict the likelihood of common accidents at airports and to help
inform airports’ efforts to improve the safety of RSAs.
The latest research expanded the scope of the
findings and incorporated several additional methodologies for improving RSAs. The research identified
four primary alternatives for improvements (see Figure 1, below):
u

Solution

u
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Research conducted under ACRP focused on safety
considerations for RSAs (1). The research built on
findings from earlier ACRP projects (2), which intro-
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FIGURE 1 Basic
alternatives for
improving a runway
safety area (from ACRP
Report 50): (a) extending
the RSA, (b) relocating
the runway, (c) using
declared distances, and
(d) using EMAS.

Extend the RSA laterally and longitudinally,
Modify or relocate the runway to expand the

RSA,
u Reduce the declared distance available for sudden stops or takeoffs, and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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The report analyzes each alternative individually
and in combination with the others, providing guidance to airport operators who are looking to improve
the safety of their RSAs.
The research included a functional hazard analysis for the types of incidents that relate to RSAs—
including landing overruns, landing veer-offs,
landing undershoots, takeoff veer-offs, and takeoff
overruns. The research team analyzed more than
1,400 accidents and incidents that had occurred
since 1980 and developed a three-part risk model.
The model evaluates the probability and consequences of an event under certain operating conditions, including the aircraft performance, the
weather, the RSA’s characteristics and geometry, and
the presence of an EMAS at the site.
The project also developed Runway Safety Area
Risk Analysis software, or RSARA, which can perform a full-risk assessment of individual and multiple runways. The software input data include
historical operations, historical weather, the characteristics of the runways, the characteristics of the
RSAs, and general information about the airport.
From these data, the software generates the average risk for each type of incident by runway, by RSA
section, and by the airport’s total risk. The model was
validated against the historic accident rate at a sampling of airports representative of conditions across
the United States.

Application

Benefits
The ACRP research had helped the SFO project team
identify viable alternatives for achieving nearly 100

percent of the FAA-mandated RSA requirements. The
SFO Bureau of Planning and Environmental Affairs,
however, noted that achieving 100 percent—with a
standard RSA layout but no EMAS—would have
required extending the runways farther into the San
Francisco Bay and would have cost the airport at
least several hundred million dollars. The airport
ultimately chose to shift the location of the runways
and to use EMAS.
The ACRP evaluation methodology therefore
helped the team reach a financially feasible decision
that made a safe airport safer and that avoided unnecessary environmental impacts. An added benefit was
the completion of the work by late 2014, a year ahead
of the FAA deadline.
For more information, contact John Bergener, Airport Planning Director, Bureau of Planning & Environmental Affairs, P.O. Box 8097, San Francisco
International Airport, San Francisco, CA 94128; 650821-7867; john.bergener@flysfo.com.

Aerial view of San
Francisco International
Airport (SFO).
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Amir Hanna, Transportation Research
Board, for his efforts in
developing this article.
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At San Francisco International Airport (SFO), several
runways met the FAA requirements for enhanced
RSAs. The airport charged a task force to study
improvements, and the effort identified approximately 30 alternatives that would meet the FAA RSA
mandates, but at varying levels of cost. The airport’s
site constraints—such as a major highway off one
end of the runways and the San Francisco Bay off the
other end—affected the costs.
An SFO project team considered every alternative
for enhancing the RSAs and complying with FAA
mandates. Applying the tools and guidance developed through ACRP research, the SFO team identified the two most cost-effective alternatives for
enhancing the RSAs. The alternatives, however,
would achieve 97 percent of the FAA safety requirements.

PHOTO: SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

u Install an engineered material arresting system
(EMAS).
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Mary Ellen Eagan
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s president, CEO, and Chairman of the Board of Directors at HMMH in Burlington, Massachusetts, Mary
Ellen Eagan leads the consulting firm’s work in environmental noise and vibration control, air quality analysis, and
airport and airspace planning. She became HMMH’s third president in 2004 and was appointed CEO and chairman in 2012.
Under her leadership, HMMH has expanded its range of services, and reached a strategic milestone in late 2014, when
HMMH became a women-owned business. Eagan also guides
some of the firm’s most challenging projects—from Part 150
noise studies for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to supporting the Federal Interagency Committee on Aircraft Noise.
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emerging issues, from alternative aviation fuels to climate
change adaptation. She also served on the Airport Cooperative
Research Program project panel on Climate Change Adaptation
Planning: Risk Assessment for Airports.
“I have achieved leadership positions in a number of professional organizations in my industry simply because I stepped
up and delivered on those volunteer commitments,” she notes.
Eagan’s current research focuses on evaluating the effects of
aircraft noise on children’s learning for the Airport Cooperative
Research Program. “Past research suggests that aircraft noise is
related to delayed learning, and our research is focused on
classroom observations to validate a variety of possible mechanisms,” Eagan comments. These mechanisms include the possibilities that aircraft noise events may cause
students to be distracted from their lessons,
“Transportation is not about
may cause speech disruption and interfere with
communication between teacher and student,
infrastructure. It is about
and may lead to elevated cognitive fatigue and
people—moving them and
loss of focus for teachers. “We hope that the
results will contribute toward future policy
their goods from one place to
making and best practices in this important
another—and our firm’s
area,” she adds.
research is also largely about
Other projects include on-call noise assessments
for organizations such as the Los Angepeople.”
les World Airports, the Palm Beach County
Department of Airports, the Maryland Aviation
Eagan attended Cornell University on a scholarship, noting
Administration, and the Massachusetts Port Authority. A great
that she “studied engineering and worked in the dining hall—
deal of her current work is evaluating the environmental and
because that’s what it took.” She received a bachelor of science
noise impacts of the current transformation of the nation’s airdegree in engineering and, after 15 years of purely technical
space to satellite-based navigation, an issue that has caused
work, Eagan sought an MBA to help guide HMMH’s transition
concern in communities across the country.
from start-up to mature organization.
“Transportation is not about infrastructure. It is about peoIn 2015, Eagan received the Rappaport Award from the Simple—moving them and their goods from one place to another—
mons College School of Management. She recalled the beginand our firm’s research is also largely about people, in two main
nings of her drive to succeed in a traditionally male-dominated
areas: the effects of transportation noise on people, and best
industry: “When I was growing up, my mother was adamant
practices for implementing renewable energy technologies at
that I go to college, and even more adamant that I not limit
airports,” she observes. “For example, we are currently supmyself to pursuing a traditionally female career. It never
porting FAA in its research to update the relationship between
occurred to me then—and hasn’t since—that I shouldn’t puraircraft noise exposure and annoyance, the basis of noise polsue anything I’m capable of.”
icy in the United States.”
At TRB, Eagan currently is chair of the Aviation Group. She
Eagan also is active in the Airports Council International
chaired and helped establish the Young Members Council in
(ACI), serving as cochair of the Noise Working Group and as
Aviation to encourage and expand participation by young probusiness partner on the ACI World Environment Standing
fessionals in the TRB aviation community. She served as chair
Committee. She represents ACI on the International Civil Aviof the Standing Committee on Environmental Impacts of Aviation Organization’s Committee on Aviation Environmental
ation, focusing on environmental issues central to airport planProtection. Eagan also is secretary and treasurer of the Airport
ning, design, construction, and operation, and on aviation
Consultants Council and has contributed to several special
system and technology development. She led the development
task forces with the Radio Technical Commission for Aeroof a TRB e-circular, Critical Issues in Aviation and the Environnautics, dealing with the effects of implementation of NextGen
ment, and has helped organize conferences to address critical
and performance-based navigation on stakeholders.

P R O F I L E S

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paul P. Jovanis
Pennsylvania State University

S

traffic engineering, road safety, and intelligent transportation
systems.
University-based research is about the pursuit of intellectual
accomplishment, Jovanis observes: “You choose to work on
problems because they are hard. Making an impact on the practice of transportation is always a consideration, but the freedom
provided by academia provides the opportunity to address particularly difficult problems.”
To junior researchers, Jovanis offers the following advice:
“Focus on quality in everything you do. Don’t be overwhelmed
by the numbers game—publishing high-quality research will
get you noticed by your peers.”
Since 2014, Jovanis has remained active in
safety research activities. He is supporting the
implementation of the Naturalistic Driving
“You choose to work on
Study data assembled in the Safety portion of
problems because they are
the second Strategic Highway Research Program, providing a researcher’s perspective to
hard.… [T]he freedom
the American Association of State Highway of
provided by academia
Transportation Officials and FHWA oversight
teams. “I have learned how much time and
provides the opportunity to
effort it takes to move a large research proaddress particularly difficult
gram along, when it involves 10 or more
problems.”
states in an oversight role, 11 states as contractors, and then a national presence,”
Jovanis notes.
He recently completed a study with a large team concernland, and a Ph.D. from the University of California (UC), Berkeing the safety implications of larger and heavier trucks. “This
ley. He was assistant and associate professor of civil engineering
was challenging because of the size of the team, the strong
at Northwestern University and associate professor and propublic position of many advocacy groups, and the complexity
fessor at UC Davis. Before joining Penn State as department
of the research topic,” he comments.
head in 1997, Jovanis served as ITS ombudsman at the Federal
Other professional achievements include founding and
Highway Administration (FHWA) Information Systems and
cochairing the Special Interest Group on Safety Policy for the
Technology Division at Turner–Fairbank Highway Research
World Conference on Transportation Research, writing one of
Center near Washington, D.C.
the earliest archival papers that used count regression to charIn his 18 years at Penn State, Jovanis has served in many
acterize models of road crash frequency, and being among the
leadership positions: head of the Transportation Operations
first to study the effect of spatial correlation on road crash freProgram at the Thomas D. Larson Transportation Institute;
quency models.
chair and member of the Penn State Commission on Racial and
“I am pleased by the success of many of my graduate
Ethnic Diversity; chair of the Civil Engineering Promotion and
advisees who have established a visible presence in road safety
Tenure Committee; and chair and member of the University
research in the United States and around the world,” Jovanis
Promotion and Tenure Committee.
muses. “TRB has played a critical role in their development
Before his retirement in 2014, Jovanis taught graduate-level
through opportunities to interact on technical committees and
road safety courses for more than 30 years. He has contributed
to present their research before professional audiences.”
to several safety workforce development initiatives at TRB as a
Jovanis first joined the TRB Standing Committee on Traffic
member of a joint subcommittee, a task force, and, most
Signal Systems in 1983. He also has served on standing comrecently, the Committee on Safety Workforce Development. He
mittees on Highway Capacity and Quality of Service; Traffic
also coauthored a paper describing the state of university-level
Records and Accident Analysis; Safety Data, Analysis and Evalroad safety educational programs in the United States. Jovanis
uation; and Transportation Safety Management. He chaired the
has taught undergraduate courses in design, highway engiSafety and Systems Users Group from 2013 to 2016.
neering and traffic operations. His graduate classes included
afety expert and professor emeritus at Pennsylvania State
University (Penn State), Paul P. Jovanis specializes in naturalistic driving data analysis, motor carrier safety, and
analytic methods of road safety management. His work encompasses the identification of similar crash and near-crash events,
crash surrogates, and high-risk drivers; estimating countermeasure effectiveness, especially using case-control and cohort
formulations; modeling crash frequency and severity; driver
hours of service and motor carrier safety; and the safety of
larger and heavier combination vehicles.
Jovanis received a bachelor’s degree from Stevens Institute
of Technology, a master’s degree from the University of Mary-
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TRB HIGHLIGHTS
Women Transportation Leaders
Offer Reflections and Advice
BY LISA BERARDI MARFLAK

F

our female CEOs of state departments of transportation
(DOTs) candidly shared lessons, experiences, and leadership
advice at a TRB-cosponsored panel discussion, “Women
Transportation Leaders of the Northeast,” at the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in
April. Incoming TRB Technical Activities Council Chair Hyun-A
Park organized the panel, which featured Secretary Jennifer Cohan,
Delaware DOT; Secretary Stephanie Pollack, Massachusetts DOT;
Secretary Leslie Richards, Pennsylvania DOT; and Commissioner
Victoria Sheehan, New Hampshire DOT.
Seven of the 50 state departments of transportation CEOs are
women. The four CEOs on the panel noted that no single path catapulted them to the leadership positions they hold today, but
through their unscripted remarks and divergent experiences, a few
common themes emerged.

Cohan

Pollack

Richards

Sheehan
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Be Authentic
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Panelists encouraged the audience to be authentic and not to feel
pressured to replicate the style of the leaders who preceded them.
For example, Cohan worked at the Delaware Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) for her entire career, managing components of the
agency until she became its director. As an insider, Cohan understood the need to focus on customer service, but she also deeply valued employee satisfaction. Linking these two priorities helped the
Delaware DMV go from a 40 percent customer satisfaction rating to
a 98 percent customer satisfaction rating—and with an employee
satisfaction rating of 98 percent as well.
Richards opened up about her choice to pursue part-time work
while raising her children. Initially, she felt conflicted about sharing this information because of the assumptions that often are made
about women who leave or scale back their participation in the
workforce. She noted that a male colleague encouraged her to share
her story, stating to her that “a man would’ve bragged” about what
a big career leap his return to the workforce was. Although it was
meant to be comical, the advice empowered her; she added: “You can
lean in, you can lean out, and you can lean to the side.”
Pollack reflected on the art of making decisions, recounting her
experience facing an extreme snowstorm in her state. In crisis situations, she observed that it is important to gather together all appropriate internal stakeholders to get comprehensive and accurate
information and then to listen to those experts and hear out their
opinions, experiences, and perspectives.

Volunteer
Sheehan and Cohan emphasized that volunteering for new opporMarflak is Director of Communications at the Transportation
Research Board.

tunities, either at work or in professional organizations or associations, can provide essential skills for developing leadership abilities.
They encouraged audience members to take the leap and that new
skills or lessons would emerge from these experiences.
Richards credits her involvement in local-level politics with
refinement of her leadership abilities and preparation for the position she has today. She encouraged attendees to volunteer and to join
organizations that inspire them. Richards’ political activities provided her with the ability to shape decisions that really mattered to
her.

Innovate
Pollack noted that the engineering profession can be very riskaverse, as engineers need to design, construct, and maintain structures in accordance with specifications to ensure safety and
reliability. This rigidity can seep into other elements of management
and administration, she noted; as a leader, one must encourage and
support creativity and outside-the-box ideas, especially in looking
for ways to use new technology for business practices. Richards
found that some of the programming languages used at her agency
are so outdated that, as individuals move to other positions, it is difficult to find anyone trained to operate these languages. She is working to apply new technologies—for example, by partnering with
app-based companies to share traffic data to help travelers plan trips
and navigate routes.
All four leaders commented on the frequent turnover of state
DOT CEOs. In discussion, the concept of “barnacle people” arose—
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those who wait out a new agency leader because he or she is not
likely to be around in a couple of years—and for whom new ideas
may be seen as bad ideas. Sheehan observed that part of this phenomenon is not just that such people are afraid to change but that
they are afraid to fail—possibly because of negative experiences
they have had when trying to introduce innovation.
Cohan and Pollack remarked that the professionals who are
emerging in their careers often have some of the best ideas. The panelists also added that promoting a culture of innovation means being
open about the risk for failure and that, whenever possible, leaders
should provide coverage for employees who try new ideas. Sheehan
noted that she is working hard to create an environment in which
employees are not afraid to fail.
Sheehan and Pollack encouraged the audience to talk about
success and to share accomplishments. This recognizes staff members who then can start the next wave of innovation, they said; Pollack emphasized that sharing successes demonstrates leadership.

TRB Initiatives

ersen has guided the organization to reflect on improving its attractiveness to individuals from underrepresented demographics and to
increase their participation. TRB seeks to increase meaningful
involvement across the organization and at all levels for women,
minorities, emerging professionals, and more. For an organization
dedicated to the pursuit of research and scientific rigor, inclusivity
is essential for innovation and discovery.
TRB Technical Activities Director Ann Brach was enthusiastic
when the opportunity arose to cosponsor an event geared toward
women in leadership. As the first woman to lead a program division
at TRB, she notes that she is keenly aware of the value of women
leaders as mentors and role models.
TRB has interest in promoting the participation and leadership
development of women in transportation, she adds: “The event provided a unique opportunity for young women to be inspired by such
talented and engaging leaders as Cohan, Pollack, Richards, and
Sheehan. We are honored to have participated and plan to build on
the momentum of this event in future TRB activities, in collaboration with our sponsors and other partners.”

During the past year and a half, TRB Executive Director Neil Ped-

IN MEMORIAM
Lynne H. Irwin (1941–2016)
Longtime director of the Cornell Local Roads Program (CLRP) Lynne H. Irwin died in August. As
CLRP director from 1973 to 2014, Irwin established the model on which the widely used Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) is based and
guided the development and delivery of the

Annual School for Highway Superintendents and
the Statewide Conference on Local Bridges for
many years. After Irwin retired from CLRP, he
stayed involved as a senior adviser. He also served
on many TRB standing committees and task
forces, including more than 40 years on the TRB
Standing Committee on Low-Volume Roads.
Irwin was one of the committee’s first emeritus
members.

COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAMS NEWS

Design Innovations Address Airport Needs

u Airport Environmental Interactions: “Mycoremediation: Applications for Stormwater Management,” by
a six-member team from the University of Colorado,
Boulder;
u Runway Safety, Runway Incursions, and Runway
Excursions: “Airport Secure Perimeter Control System
(ASPECTS),” by a four-member team from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst;
u Airport Operations and Maintenance: “SimpleQ,”

a queuing app, by a four-member team from the Stevens Institute
of Technology; and
u Airport Management and Planning: “The Wingman 360: A
Practical Approach to Automated Wingtip Collision Avoidance,” by
a four-member team from the University of Rhode Island.
Submissions for the 2017–2018 ACRP University Design Competition are due April 28, 2017. For more information, visit http://vsgc.
odu.edu/ACRPDesignCompetition.
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Undergraduate students from four universities took top honors in
the Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) University
Design Competition for Addressing Airport Needs, August 11 in
Washington, D.C. Managed by the Virginia Space Grant Consortium
of Hampton, Virginia, the competition challenges individuals and
student teams, working with faculty advisers, to consider innovative approaches related to airport issues. First-place winners
included the following:
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TRB HIGHLIGHTS
Annual TRB Competition Identifies Best Practices
B Y T E R R I H . PA R K E R

T

ransportation professionals often find that communicating
critical transportation concepts to the public, a primarily
nontechnical audience, can be a challenge. Although some
organizations have used tools, graphics, and other ways to convey
their message effectively, research shows that transportation professionals are trying to communicate to a largely uninformed public. To recognize organizations that have excelled at communicating
transportation needs and issues to targeted populations, the TRB
Planning and Environment Group has hosted the “Communicating
Concepts to John and Jane Q. Public” at the TRB Annual Meeting.
At the 2016 competition, the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) received top honors for its Teens in the Driver Seat program, the first peer-to-peer program for teens that focuses on the
leading cause of injury and death for this age group: car crashes. TTI
provides the science, guidance, technical support, and programmatic materials for the program, but teens themselves help shape the
program’s content and delivery. The program has spread to more
than 1,000 schools and 35 states in the United States and has
reached more than 1 million teens.
The Outer Powell Transportation Safety Project, developed by the
Oregon Department of Transportation and HDR, Inc., was selected as
a runner up. Outer Powell Boulevard in East Portland is a busy state
highway running through one of the most diverse, lower-income
areas of the city. The lack of such necessary amenities as sidewalks and
turning lanes poses hazards in traveling the corridor. The project
team found a formula for success in multicultural engagement, including faith-based outreach, paid community organizers, translated corridor walks, and incentivized cultural participation.
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission of San Francisco,
California; the Bay Area Air Quality Management District; and Alta
Planning and Design collaborated on another winning project, the
Spare the Air Youth Program: Climate Initiatives for School and
Youth Outreach. The program is a regional effort to educate children
and teens about the harmful effects of greenhouse gas emissions
from transportation sources. Through a variety of communication
techniques, the program seeks to encourage and empower youth
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Parker is Division Head, Marketing, Communications, and Agency
Relations, at Texas A&M Transportation Institute, College Station.
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Winners and sponsors of the 2015 Communicating with John and
Jane Q. Public contest included (front, left to right) Stefanie
Kiedrowski, Florida State University; Gail Holley, Florida Department
of Transportation (DOT); Russell Henk, Texas A&M Transportation
Institute (TTI); Leslie Lara, Metropolitan Transportation Commission;
Rita Morocoima-Black, Champaign County Regional Planning
Commission; and Standing Committee on Public Involvement in
Transportation Chair Claudia Bilotto; (back, left to right) Planning
and Environment Group Chair Ram Pendyala; Stacey Tisdale, TTI;
Mike Mason, Oregon DOT; Ashlee McLaughlin, Champaign County
Regional Planning Commission; and Terri Parker.

and their families in the San Francisco Bay Area to walk, bicycle, carpool, and take transit as primary modes of transportation.
Two projects received honorable mentions. The Champaign
County Regional Planning Commission’s Long-Range Transportation Plan Sustainable Choices: 2040 Public Outreach Campaign, an
ambitious public outreach that connected planners with more than
1,500 people in more than 30 different events, meetings, and presentations. Florida DOT and Florida State University’s Outreach
and Educational Materials to Support Florida’s Aging Road Users
delivered a positive, empowering safety message to Florida’s aging
population: “You hold the keys to your transportation future.”
To learn more about these and previous winners of the competition,
visit the website for the TRB Committee on Public Involvement:
http://sites.google.com/site/trbcommitteeada60. Plan to attend the John
and Jane Q. Public Competition session at the TRB 96th Annual Meeting in January 2017, to learn from winning entries that feature best
practices in Communicating the Connection Between Transportation
and Public Health.

CONNECTED ROUNDTABLE—Ginger Goodin, Director of the Policy Research Center
at Texas A&M Transportation Institute (third from right), represented TRB at a Connected Cars and Autonomous Vehicles Roundtable, June 22, in Washington, D.C.
Hosted by Rep. Dan Lipinski (D-Illinois), the event included representatives from the
Self-Driving Coalition for Safer Streets, General Motors, AT&T, Global Automakers,
and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration—as well as a standingroom only crowd. Goodin observed that although connected–autonomous vehicle
technologies have the potential to be transformative, many uncertainties remain
from a public policy perspective. She emphasized the need for research to help the
public sector facilitate the deployment of these technologies in a manner and timeframe to achieve societal benefits. A recording of the roundtable can be viewed at
https://youtu.be/YV5ZrulkoyE.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Connecticut Deploys Crash Data
Analysis Tool

Planning Transit to Improve
Job Access
Researchers Yingling Fan, Andrew Guthrie, and Kirti
Vardhan Das of the University of Minnesota Center
for Transportation analyzed spatial and skill mismatches in the Minneapolis–St. Paul metropolitan
area to examine the potential of integrated transit
planning and workforce development. According to
the researchers, disadvantaged job seekers often
experience the interconnected problems of spatial
mismatch—they may be qualified for many entrylevel jobs but have no way of reaching suburban
employment centers—as well as skills mismatch,
meaning they may be able to reach many nearby jobs
easily but lack the qualifications.
Efforts to address these issues focus on transportation for spatial mismatch and on skill-building and
occupational training for skills mismatch, but policymakers generally have separated these solutions.
The research team conducted a regional analysis of
the patterns and magnitudes of mismatches over time
and across multiple transit development scenarios, a
workforce analysis of high-demand occupations in
low-turnover sectors that are least likely to require
postsecondary education and most likely to pay a living wage, and neighborhood-level case studies.
According to the findings, spatial mismatch is a seri-

PHOTO: DOUG KERR, FLICKR

The recently developed Connecticut Crash Data
Repository (CTCDR) online database incorporates
more than 20 years of the state’s motor vehicle crash
data. The Connecticut Transportation Safety
Research Center is working to expand the repository
to incorporate data from other sources. This will
allow in-depth data analysis, the identification of
trends, and insights into the effectiveness of current
deterrence efforts.
Developed in 2011 by engineers and information
technologists at the Connecticut Transportation
Institute of the University of Connecticut, the tool
provides members of the traffic safety community
with accurate, complete, and uniform crash data.
Before the CTCDR, Connecticut had two separate
repositories for motor vehicle crash data—one at the
Connecticut Department of Transportation and
another at the Department of Emergency Services
and Public Protection. The two databases were
merged into one complete data set. A second data set
was developed in January 2015 to house the new
crash data captured by the revised Connecticut Uniform Police Crash Report, or the PR-1.
Before the PR-1 revisions in 2015, certain crashrelated information—in particular, driver behavior—
was not being collected. The revisions follow the
Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria guidelines
and align with the state’s focus on data-driven performance measures and goals.

For more information, contact Marisa Auguste, Connecticut Transportation Safety Research Center, at 860486-7199 or Marisa.Auguste@uconn.edu.
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Connecticut SR-127.
The new Connecticut
Crash Data Repository
will facilitate data
analysis and insights
for increased road
safety.
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NEWS BRIEFS

The U.S. bicycle route
system National
Corridor Plan.

PHOTO: TONY WEBSTER, FLICKR

MetroTransit bus in
North Minneapolis,
Minnesota, during a
winter snowstorm.
Research is helping
to link transit
planning and
workforce
development.

ous problem in the Twin Cities region and appears to
have worsened since the early 2000s. The research
brief notes that the biggest concentrations of unemployed workers lack frequent transit service to some
of the richest concentrations of job vacancies.
While transit access generally is good in the inner
city, some areas of intense disadvantage—such as
North Minneapolis, Brooklyn Park, and Midway St.
Paul—have relatively poor access to entry-level jobs
even despite proximity to major employment centers, the researchers found. The seven highestdemand industry sectors in the Twin Cities region
advertise many job vacancies—such as for machin-

ists or nursing assistants—that do not require postsecondary education or long-term training and that
offer a livable median hourly wage. Other occupations, such as clerks and administrative assistants,
appear in multiple industries and offer opportunities
for cross-sector training programs. Researchers
added that transit planners and workforce development professionals see a need for greater coordination, particularly in suburban areas, and for
improvements in first-mile–last-mile transit.
For more information, visit cts.umn.edu/Research/
Featured/TransitandWorkforce.
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National Bicycle Route Network
Adds Miles
The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials has approved nearly 200
miles of new U.S. bicycle routes (USBRs) in four
states across the country, according to a report from
the Adventure Cycling Association. The national network of officially recognized, numbered, and signed
bicycle routes is in development in more than 40
states and, when complete, will incorporate more
than 50,000 miles of bikeways.
The official USBR system now encompasses
11,243 miles of routes in 24 states and in Washington, D.C. The 380-mile USBR 7, designated by Connecticut and Massachusetts, follows the Western
New England Greenway. Two new spur routes,
USBRs 176 and 621, also received approval in Virginia and Georgia, respectively, and Idaho realigned
a small portion of USBR 10 through Sandpoint.
For more information about the USBR system, visit
www.adventurecycling.org/usbrs.
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BOOK
SHELF
The Economics and
Political Economy of
Transportation Security
Kenneth Button. Edward Elgar
Publishing, 2016; 178 pp.;
$110; 978-1-84980-373-1.
The author provides an
overview of the economics
and political economy of
transportation security, considering security policy from
an economic perspective. The analysis applies microeconomic theory to transportation issues, supporting
the larger knowledge framework of personal, industrial, and national security.
Accessibility, Equity and
Efficiency Challenges for
Transport and Public
Services
Edited by Karst T. Geurs,
Roberto Patuelli, and Tomaz
Ponce Dentinho. Edward
Elgar Publishing, 2016; 264
pp.; $120; 978-1-78471788-9.
Accessibility models
help explain spatial and

transport developments in developed and developing
countries, as well as the equity and efficiency impacts
of urban and transportation policies and projects. In
this volume, researchers examine the importance of
accessibility in issues from rural depopulation to
investments in public services and public transportation in Europe.
Transportation and the
Environment: Assessments
and Sustainability
Gabriela Ionescu. Apple Academic Press, 2016; 320 pp.;
hardcover, $149.95; e-book,
$104.97; 978-1-77188-466-2.
This volume provides a
nuanced examination of sustainable transportation infrastructure and offers an
overview of the significant
effects of various modes of transportation on the
environment. Transportation is a major user of
energy, burns most of the world’s petroleum, and is
the fastest-growing contributor to carbon dioxide
emissions. Although environmental regulations in
many countries have reduced individual vehicle
emissions, this decrease has been offset by more vehicles on the road and in the air.

The titles in this
section are not TRB
publications. To order,
contact the publisher
listed.

TRB PUBLICATIONS
Effects of Airline Industry Changes
on Small and Nonhub Airports
ACRP Report 142
This report reviews airline industry trends, documents patterns of airline industry change, and
assesses current programs for small and nonhub airport operators and managers as they respond to
changing conditions in the airline industry.
2015; 194 pp.; TRB affiliates, $57.75; nonaffiliates,
$77. Subscriber categories: aviation, economics, planning and forecasting.

Unmanned Aircraft Systems at Airports:
A Primer
ACRP Report 144
This report provides airports of all sizes with
information about unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
and their potential use and impact on airports.
Included is a glossary of key terms, UAS costs and
benefits, regulatory and community considerations,
safety and security issues, and more.
2015; 90 pp.; TRB affiliates, $45.75; nonaffiliates,
$61. Subscriber categories: aviation, safety and human
factors, vehicles and equipment.
Applying an SMS Approach to Wildlife Hazard
Management
ACRP Report 145
This report introduces and guides the application of
a risk-based approach to wildlife hazard management
programs and outlines additional steps for integrating
programs into an airport’s safety management system,
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Guidebook for Air Cargo Facility Planning
and Development
ACRP Report 143
This report explores tools and techniques for sizing air cargo facilities, including data and updated
metrics for forecasting future facility requirements as
a function of changing market and economic conditions. A CD-ROM that includes a spreadsheet air
cargo facility planning model is included with the
print version of the report.
2015; 120 pp.; TRB affiliates, $55.50; nonaffiliates,

$74. Subscriber categories: aviation, freight transportation, planning and forecasting.
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TRB PUBLICATIONS (continued)
or SMS. A customizable tool, available as a CD-ROM,
is included with the print version of the report.
2015; 242 pp.; TRB affiliates, $68.25; nonaffiliates,
$91. Subscriber categories: aviation, operations and
traffic management, safety and human factors.
Airport Sustainability Practices: Drivers and
Outcomes for Small Commercial and General
Aviation Airports
ACRP Synthesis 69
This report examines the driving factors for green
initiatives—such as financial viability, staffing considerations, or other social or environmental motivations—as well as outcomes at small commercial
and general aviation airports.
2016; 108 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber categories: aviation, environment.
Building Information Modeling for Airports
ACRP Synthesis 70
This report summarizes the state of the art and practice for building information modeling—a digital representation of a facility’s physical and functional
characteristics—and offers tools to help airport decision
makers understand all the components of a facility.
2016; 86 pp.; TRB affiliates, $43.50; nonaffiliates,
$58. Subscriber categories: aviation, construction.
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Institutionalizing Safety in Transportation
Planning Processes: Techniques, Tactics,
and Strategies
NCHRP Report 811
Field-tested guidance is presented for institutionalizing safety into transportation planning and
programming processes, as well as ways to measure
the effectiveness and success of integration efforts.
2015; 56 pp.; TRB affiliates, $38.25; nonaffiliates,
$51. Subscriber categories: planning and forecasting,
safety and human factors.
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To order TRB titles
described in Bookshelf,
visit the TRB online
Bookstore at www.TRB.
org/bookstore/ or contact
the Business Office at
202-334-3213.

Signal Timing Manual, Second Edition
NCHRP Report 812
This report addresses ways to develop a signal
timing program and examines the systems engineering process, adaptive signal control, preferential vehicle treatments, and timing strategies for
oversaturated conditions, special events, and
inclement weather. A feasibility toolkit on CD-ROM
is included with the print version.
2015; 322 pp.; TRB affiliates, $66; nonaffiliates,
$88. Subscriber category: operations and traffic management.

Training and Certification of Highway
Maintenance Workers
NCHRP Synthesis 483
Front-line maintenance worker training and certification practices for North American highway
transportation agencies are presented in this volume,
along with such topics as training and certification
programs, training delivery methods, instruction
sources, and material-sharing relationships.
2015; 124 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber categories: highways, maintenance and
preservation.
Labor–Management Partnerships for
Public Transportation: Vol. 1, Toolkit;
Vol. 2, Final Report
TCRP Report 181A and 181B
This two-volume report provides resources for
public transportation managers and labor union
leaders to establish, manage, and improve
labor–management partnerships.
2016; 32 pp; Vol. 1, 22 pp.; TRB affiliates, $32.25;
nonaffiliates, $43.Vol. 2, 92 pp.; TRB affiliates, $45.75;
nonaffiliates, $61. Subscriber categories: public transportation, administration and management.
Linking Transit Agencies and Land Use
Decision Making
TCRP Report 182
This report is designed to help transit agencies
better address the connections among transit, land
use planning, and development decision making; it
also provides transit agencies with the tools that may
help them become more effective at the decisionmaking table.
2016; 137 pp.; TRB affiliates, $18.75; nonaffiliates,
$25. Subscriber categories: public transportation,
administration and management.
Use of Taxis in Public Transportation for People
with Disabilities and Older Adults
TCRP Synthesis 119
This synthesis explores and summarizes how
taxis may be used by public transportation agencies
to provide disabled or older adults greater mobility
and access to their destinations. The report also identifies potential advantages and challenges that public transportation agencies may face in using taxis.
2016; 113 pp.; TRB affiliates, $18.75; nonaffiliates,
$25.Subscriber categories: public transportation,
society.
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Comparison of Passenger Rail Energy
Consumption with Competing Modes
NCRRP Report 3
Authors present tools to compare energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of intercity
and commuter passenger rail with those of competing travel modes along a designated travel corridor.
A multimodal passenger simulation model technical
document and user guide and a spreadsheet tool are
included on a CD-ROM with the print version of the
report.
2015; 208 pp.; TRB affiliates, $59.25; nonaffiliates,
$79. Subscriber categories: railroads, energy, planning
and forecasting.
Enhancing Sleep Efficiency on Vessels in the Tug,
Towboat, and Barge Industry
NCFRP Report 36
This report offers best practices to improve an
operator’s sleep and to reduce operator fatigue in the
United States inland waterways industry. Also presented is a list of best practices that could be implemented by the waterways industry, companies,
crews, or individuals to enhance sleep efficiency.
2016; 180 pp.; TRB affiliates, $57.75; nonaffiliates,
$77. Subscriber categories: marine transportation,
safety and human factors.

Asphalt Materials and Mixtures, Volumes 1–3
Transportation Research Record 2505, 2506,
and 2507
Alternative approaches to the aging of asphalt
binder, biomodification of rubberized asphalt and
high-temperature properties, and the use of mecha-

Concrete Materials
Transportation Research Record 2508
The papers in this volume explore such topics as
the performance of glow-in-the-dark concrete, an
evaluation of recycled concrete as aggregate in new
concrete pavements, and recent Virginia DOT applications with self-consolidating concrete.
2015; 120 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber categories: materials, pavements,
bridges and other structures.
Geomaterials
Transportation Research Record 2509
Research is presented on the characterization and
stabilization of quarry byproducts for sustainable
pavement applications, a performance comparison of
recycled pavement foundation layers, overlay thickness design for low-volume roads, and more.
2015; 64 pp.; TRB affiliates, $38.25; nonaffiliates,
$51. Subscriber categories: geotechnology, materials,
pavements.

Transportation
Research Board

SPECIAL
REPORT
322

Application of Remote
Real-T
e
ime Monitoring
to Offfsho
s re Oil and
Gas Operations

Geology and Properties of Earth Materials
Transportation Research Record 2510
A historical analysis of tunnel approach displacements with satellite remote sensing, the effects of
particle size and fines content on thermal conductivity of quartz sands, and a frost depth general-prediction model are among the topics examined in this
volume.
2015; 108 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber categories: geotechnology, materials,
pavements.
Soil Mechanics
Transportation Research Record 2511
Authors present research on the development and
use of high-quality databases of deep foundation load
tests, the effects of tip stiffness on piles with down
drag, the enzyme stabilization of low-volume gravel
roads, and more.
2015; 128 pp.; TRB affiliates, $50.25; nonaffiliates,
$67. Subscriber categories: geotechnology, bridges and
other structures, pavements.
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Application of Remote Real-Time Monitoring to
Offshore Oil and Gas Operations
Special Report 322
This report advises the U.S. Department of the
Interior’s Bureau of Safety and Environmental
Enforcement (BSEE) on the use of remote real-time
monitoring (RRTM) to improve the safety and
reduce the environmental risks of offshore oil and gas
operations. Also evaluated is the role that RRTM
could play in condition-based maintenance and ways
in which BSEE could leverage RRTM into its safety
enforcement program. The recommendations also
suggest that BSEE monitor the development of
RRTM technologies in relation to risk-based goals
governing offshore oil and gas processes.
2016; 117 pp.; TRB affiliates, $30.75; nonaffiliates,
$41. Subscriber categories: policy, data and information
technology, energy.

nistic models to investigate the fatigue performance
of asphalt mixtures are some of the topics presented
in these volumes.
2015; Vol. 1, 140 pp.; TRB affiliates, $50.25;
nonaffiliates, $67. Vol. 2, 168 pp.; TRB affiliates,
$53.25; nonaffiliates, $71. Vol. 3, 148 pp.; TRB affiliates, $53.25; nonaffiliates, $71. Subscriber categories:
materials, pavements.
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BOOK
SHELF

TRB PUBLICATIONS (continued)
Developing Countries
Transportation Research Record 2512
Pedestrian injury crashes on modern roundabouts in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; monopoly rents in
motorcycle taxi services in Bangkok, Thailand; and
the accessibility analysis of growth patterns in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, are among the topics
addressed in this volume.
2015; 121 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber categories: general transportation,
pedestrians and bicyclists, safety and human factors.
Safety Management and School Transportation
Transportation Research Record 2513
Research is presented on the road safety benefits
of a high-risk corridor program in British Columbia,
Canada; a traffic conflict–based surrogate approach
for safety assessment of highway facilities; school
bus safety; school travel; and more.
2015; 116 pp.; TRB affiliates, $48; nonaffiliates,
$64. Subscriber category: safety and human factors.

Safety Data, Analysis, and Evaluation
Transportation Research Record 2514
The factors affecting the frequency of traffic conflicts between electric bicycles and motorized vehicles at signalized intersections, simulated traffic
conflicts, and a longitudinal analysis of rural Interstate fatalities in relation to speed limit policies are
among the topics explored in this volume.
2015; 196 pp.; TRB affiliates, $59.25; nonaffiliates,
$79. Subscriber categories: safety and human factors,
data and information technology.

The TRR Journal Online website provides electronic
access to the full text of approximately 15,000 peerreviewed papers that have been published as part of
the Transportation Research Record: Journal of the
Transportation Research Board (TRR Journal) series
since 1996. The site includes the latest in search technologies and is updated as new TRR Journal papers
become available. To explore the TRR Online service,
visit www.TRB.org/TRROnline.

C A L E N D A R
TRB Meetings
October
2–5

22nd National Conference on
Rural Public and Intercity Bus
Transportation
Asheville, North Carolina

5–7

European Transport
Conference*
Barcelona, Spain

2017

April

January

10–12

8–12
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31–
Nov. 1

68

Partners in Research
Symposium
Detroit, Michigan

10th University Transportation
Center Spotlight Conference:
Bicycles and Pedestrians
Washington, D.C.

12–15

Geotechnical Frontiers 2017*
Orlando, Florida

20–23

10th International Conference
on Managing Fatigue in
Transportation*
San Diego, California

Additional information on TRB meetings, including calls for abstracts, meeting registration, and
hotel reservations, is available at www.TRB.org/calendar, or e-mail TRBMeetings@nas.edu.
*TRB is cosponsor of the meeting.

May
8–10

5th International Conference
on Roundabouts
Green Bay, Wisconsin

14–18

16th TRB National
Transportation Planning
Applications Conference
Raleigh, North Carolina

17–18

Innovations in Freight Data
Workshop
Irvine, California

TBD

5th Urban Street Symposium*
Raleigh, North Carolina

March

December
1–2

TRB 96th Annual Meeting
Washington, D.C.
www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting

International Congress on
Transport Infrastructure and
Systems*
Rome, Italy
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I N F O R M AT I O N F O R C O N T R I B U T O R S T O

TR NEWS
TR News welcomes the submission of manuscripts for possible
publication in the categories listed below. All manuscripts submitted are subject to review by the Editorial Board and other
reviewers to determine suitability for TR News; authors will be
advised of acceptance of articles with or without revision. All
manuscripts accepted for publication are subject to editing for
conciseness and appropriate language and style. Authors
receive a copy of the edited manuscript for review. Original artwork is returned only on request.
FEATURES are timely articles of interest to transportation professionals, including administrators, planners, researchers, and
practitioners in government, academia, and industry. Articles are
encouraged on innovations and state-of-the-art practices pertaining to transportation research and development in all modes
(highways and bridges, public transit, aviation, rail, marine, and
others, such as pipelines, bicycles, pedestrians, etc.) and in all
subject areas (planning and administration, design, materials
and construction, facility maintenance, traffic control, safety,
security, logistics, geology, law, environmental concerns, energy,
etc.). Manuscripts should be no longer than 3,000 words (12
double-spaced, typed pages). Authors also should provide charts
or tables and high-quality photographic images with corresponding captions (see Submission Requirements). Prospective
authors are encouraged to submit a summary or outline of a proposed article for preliminary review.
RESEARCH PAYS OFF highlights research projects, studies,
demonstrations, and improved methods or processes that
provide innovative, cost-effective solutions to important
transportation-related problems in all modes, whether they
pertain to improved transport of people and goods or provision of better facilities and equipment that permits such transport. Articles should describe cases in which the application
of project findings has resulted in benefits to transportation
agencies or to the public, or in which substantial benefits are
expected. Articles (approximately 750 to 1,000 words) should
delineate the problem, research, and benefits, and be accompanied by one or two illustrations that may improve a reader’s
understanding of the article.
NEWS BRIEFS are short (100- to 750-word) items of interest and usually are not attributed to an author. They may be
either text or photographs or a combination of both. Line
drawings, charts, or tables may be used where appropriate.
Articles may be related to construction, administration, planning, design, operations, maintenance, research, legal matters,
or applications of special interest. Articles involving brand
names or names of manufacturers may be determined to be
inappropriate; however, no endorsement by TRB is implied

when such information appears. Foreign news articles should
describe projects or methods that have universal instead of
local application.
POINT OF VIEW is an occasional series of authored opinions on current transportation issues. Articles (1,000 to
2,000 words) may be submitted with appropriate, high-quality illustrations, and are subject to review and editing.
BOOKSHELF announces publications in the transportation
field. Abstracts (100 to 200 words) should include title, author,
publisher, address at which publication may be obtained, number of pages, price, and ISBN. Publishers are invited to submit
copies of new publications for announcement.
LETTERS provide readers with the opportunity to comment on the information and views expressed in published
articles, TRB activities, or transportation matters in general.
All letters must be signed and contain constructive
comments. Letters may be edited for style and space
considerations.
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Manuscripts submitted
for possible publication in TR News and any correspondence
on editorial matters should be sent to the Director, Publications Office, Transportation Research Board, 500 Fifth Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20001, telephone 202-334-2972, or
e-mail jawan@nas.edu.
u All manuscripts should be supplied in 12-point type,
double-spaced, in Microsoft Word, on a CD or as an e-mail
attachment.
u Submit original artwork if possible. Glossy, high-quality black-and-white photographs, color photographs, and
slides are acceptable. Digital continuous-tone images must
be submitted as TIFF or JPEG files and must be at least 3 in.
by 5 in. with a resolution of 300 dpi. A caption should be
supplied for each graphic element.
u Use the units of measurement from the research
described and provide conversions in parentheses, as appropriate. The International System of Units (SI), the updated
version of the metric system, is preferred. In the text, the SI
units should be followed, when appropriate, by the U.S.
customary equivalent units in parentheses. In figures and
tables, the base unit conversions should be provided in a
footnote.

NOTE: Authors are responsible for the authenticity of their
articles and for obtaining written permissions from publishers or persons who own the copyright to any previously
published or copyrighted material used in the articles.
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Join more than 12,000 transportation professionals
at the Transportation Research Board’s 96th Annual Meeting,
January 8–12, 2017, at the Walter E. Washington Convention
Center in Washington, D.C.
The program covers all transportation modes, with more than
5,000 presentations in nearly 750 sessions addressing topics
of interest to policy makers, administrators, practitioners,
researchers, and representatives of government, industry, and
academic institutions. More than 250 exhibits will showcase

a variety of transportation-related products and services.
Many sessions and workshops focus on the spotlight theme
for the 2017 meeting, Transportation Innovation:
Leading the Way in an Era of Rapid Change. The full
2017 program will be available online in November 2016.

Plan now to attend!

»

For more information, visit
www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting.
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